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The Brooklyn Nets Are NoSlam Dunk:
_A Commenta ry

By Sam Goldrn
New York City real estate mogul

Bruce Ratner's decision to buy the New

Jersey Nets has absolutely nothing to do

with Ratner's interest in the Nets, the NBA,

or professional sports in general. It DOES

have to do with Ratner's hard-on for the

Brooklyn Atlantic Yards - a gigantic plaza

of office towers on the corner of Flatbush

Avenue and Atlantic Avenue in Brooklyn,

which, coincidentally, is also the proposed

site of the new arena that will house the

Nets.

Every talking head in the New York

metropolitan area has been talking about

the Brooklyn Nets like they are the second

coming of the Dodgers. An NBA team, they

say, would bring the public spotlight on an

area that would desperately need it, with a

Frank Gehry - designed jewel of an arena

surrounded by gigantic office towers where,

it's thought, well-known businesses would

set up shop, spurning economic growth into

the area. It would continue an economic and

cultural revitalization that has been brew-

ing in Brooklyn for the past decade, with

places like Williamsburg and DUMBO

(Down Under The Manhattan Bridge

Overpass, for those who don't know) becom-

ing trendy spots for restaurants and

artists. The Brooklyn Nets would now be the

cherry on the top of the sundae.

BULLSHIT.

First of all, to build this proposed

monstrous plaza, the city would need to

condemn the area around Flatbush and

Atlantic Avenues. This would, among other

things, kick out a thousand folks currently having an All-Star season, is a free agent

living in low-income housing, as their after this season. Will Ratner be willing to

homes would be demolished. Ratner promis- shell out the dough necessary to keep

es "affordable housing" will be built in its Martin in New Jersey? Will he be willing to

place, but there is no guarantee that the bring in the new players necessary to have

tenants who would be kicked out would get the Nets keep pace with the best in the

first priority once the new apartments are league? Because with so many different

built. Is it really worth it to transplant a things in New York vying for your enter-

thousand people from their homes to build tainment dollar - not just sports teams, but

the new arena? Some people say, "yes." I concerts, Broadway, museums, and all the

wonder if they would speak differently if other attractions New York City has to offer

they were forced out of their homes.... - if the Nets aren't competitive, the new

Secondly, there has been

evidence that Brooklyn can supp

a major sports franchise of any ki

The largest sports franchise t

currently exists in Brooklyn is t

na will just be a mausoleum. What

hen?

My last point has to do with the

makeup of the borough in general.

Bruce Ratner is on record as saying

Cyclones, a minor league franchise that 0 that Brooklyn needs a Manhattan skyline.
sells out its games in Coney Island's

7,500-seat Keyspan Park - not close to the

size of an NBA arena. Boston's FleetCenter,

for instance, seats 19,600 people.

Furthermore, has there been a study of

whether the city, already containing one

sports team (the Knicks) can support a sec-

ond one? Everyone simply assumes so

because the New York area has so many

sports teams in its general vicinity.

Everyone also assumed that Los Angeles

could support two football franchises; it

turned out they couldn't even support one.

And, even worse, what happens if the Nets

start to stink up the joint? There has been

not one quote - NOT ONE - from Ratner that

stated his desire to help the Nets win the

NBA title. Nets forward Kenyon Martin,

As a native Brooklynite, my opinion is that

it absolutely does not. Brooklyn, despite its

recent revitalization, is not a flashy place.

It has no need for the ritz and glamour that

inhabits Manhattan. It's a working-class

borough, close-knit, devoid of celebrity.

Instead of the icing on the cake, the

Brooklyn Atlantic Yards would be like the

rich new neighbor down the block that

insists on showing off his new Lamborghini.

Unfortunately, there really isn't

any way to stop this from happening. I just

wish everyone around the city didn't make

it seem like this was unequivocally such a

Good Thing. People see the bright lights of a

new basketball arena and their eyes get

blinded by the light; they fail to see the

ground go out from underneath their feet.

CBS Refuses to Air MoveOn.c
Ad Durii

On January 12, 2004, MoveOn.org

announced the winner of their "Bush in 30-

seconds" ad campaign. The contest asked

members nationwide to submit 30-second

ads criticizing the Bush administration.

The winning ad, "Child's Play," depicts

children working in factories, grocery

stores, and hotels, criticizing the fact that

the $1 trillion deficit acquired by the Bush

administration will be handed down to the

children of future generations.

Moveon.org also rose close to $2 million to

air the ad during the Super Bowl, the most

watched event of the year. Yet the ad was

turned down by CBS due to its controversial

nature.

According to a New York Times arti-

cle, CBS feels the ad violates its advocacy

rules based on a long-standing tradition of

not airing issue-related ads. CBS also

turned down an ad from People for Ethical

Treatment of Animals (PETA) under a sim-

ilar justification. MoveOn.org representa-

tives argue that CBS will be airing commer-

cials from beer and tobacco companies, an

anti-smoking ad, as well as an anti-drug ad

from the Bush administration during the
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Super Bowl. On their website, they point

out the controversial nature of last year's

ads linking drug use to support of interna-

tional terrorism. A CBS spokesperson,

Dana McClintock responded, "the ads are

for stamping out drug abuse. If there's a

reasonable, intellectual argument to be had

about why drug abuse is a positive thing, I

would love to know what it is."

MoveOn.org is currently trying to

lobby support for airing the ad by encour-

aging their members to call and send letters

to CBS. They hope to appeal the decision

within CBS. An AdAge.com article said a

60-second version of the winning ad was

aired January 20, before the President's

State of the Union Address. They also

bought about $300,000 worth of ad time on

CNN from January 17 to January 21.

MoveOn.org is becoming a political

force with a membership of close to 2 mil-

lion. On top of raising money for an ad

campaign, divisions of MoveOn.org, includ-

ing MoveOn.org Voter Fund and Political

Action Committee (PAC), have raised mil-

lions in campaign contributions. Using

grassroots techniques and the Internet,

rg 's Anti-Bush
ng Super Bowl

By Jackie Hayes
they have raised more than $10 million

towards different issues. They are consid-

ered to be left leaning and have been

attacked by the right as a, "channel for

Leftist communication, indoctrination and

mobilization." Members of the right also

fear they will be able to bypass campaign

finance restrictions.

Despite criticism, MoveOn.org is

shaping current politics. An article in Ars

Technica states, "In an election year where

more young voters are expected to turn out,

the 'net is heating up as a sincere battle

ground for politicians." It has also been

hailed for bringing politics to the people.

According to an article in the Village Voice,

"The overwhelming response illustrates

how the Internet and low-cost technology

are chipping away at barriers to political

participation." If you would like to see

"Child's Play," the ad rejected by CBS, or

would like to learn more about MoveOn, log

on at www.MoveOn.org.

"-----



What Does.
Following a two-year investigation,

Computer Associates (CA) received a

"Wells Notice" by the Securities and

Exchange Commission (SEC) on Monday,

January 12, meaning that CA could face

civil charges for their accounting practices

during the fiscal year ending in March

2000. According to an article in the Herald

Tribune, SEC has recommended charging the

company with inflating revenue by recog-

nizing returns on about 95 software con-

tracts, amounting to $1 billion, before they

were signed. Due to Computer Associates'

intimate relationship with Stony Brook

University, many wonder what the current

investigation will mean for the campus.

Charles B. Wang, prior Chairman

and CEO of Computer Associates, is proba-

bly one of the most notable figures on Stony

Brook's campus, mainly due to his $25 mil-

lion donation in 1996 for the construction

of the Wang Center. Shirley Strum Kenny

hailed the donation as "among the most gen-

erous in the history of this nation." Yet, in

2000, Charles Wang resigned as CEO of CA

and was replaced by Sanjay Kumar. His

sudden resignation may have been due to

the start of the SEC investigation, coupled

with a lawsuit brought by stockholders in

1999.

The 1999 lawsuit was filed against

seven CA directors, including Shirley

Strum Kenny, and charged them with

awarding large amounts of stock to three of

CA's top executives, including Charles

Wang. The stock was valued at over $550

million and was awarded during the fiscal

year currently under investigation. Martin

P. Unger, one of the stockholders who filed

suit, commented in PR Newswire that

Computer Associates "ignored the terms of

SEC Uncovers CA Scand I
; This Mean For Stony Brook

By Jackie Hayes
a stockholder-approved executive owner- Associates Transaction Lab. Sanjay Kumar,

ship plan when they issued 9.5 million current Chairman and CEO of CA, delivered

more shares than allowed." a speech to SB students in November 2003

An article appearing in the January at the CEWIT: Business Without Boundaries

23rd issue of the New York Times details Conference. CA is listed as one of the busi-

CA's previous senior vice president for ness partners on Harriman Alliances' web

fin ance, L lo yd S ilverstein 's -........................................-.......................... .........-.................... .. page for giving inform ation
I- - I T -1

testimony to the United States
District Court in Brooklyn.

Silverstein admitted lying to

investigators in order to cover

up accounting practices. He

stated that orders to lie came

from several top executives

but did not give their names.

Those unnamed top executives

could include members of the

Board of Directors, including

Shirley Strum Kenny, or

systems and software devel-
opment support.

Sponsorships, donations,

business, and technical sup-

port make up the majority of

CA's close to eight-year rela-

tionship with Stony Brook.

Shirley Strum Kenny has

been complimented for her

"initiatives to build bridges

between the academic and

business communities." On

Charles B. Wang, Chairman top of being a board member

and CEO of CA at the time. SEC has not for CA, she was also on the Board of

specified whether they would pursue crim- Directors for Toys R Us, the Chase

inal charges with any current or prior CA Manhattan Metropolitan Advisory Board,

executives. Lloyd Silverstein faces a poten- Goodwill Industries of Greater New York,

tial five-year jail sentence and a fine of up the Long Island Association, and the

to $250,000 for obstruction of justice. Institute for Student Achievement. Yet her

Nanci Li, Charles Wang's wife and ties with big business may reflect poorly on

prior CA CEO of iCAN SP, also resigned in the University especially in light of the CA

early January, shortly after CA received scandal.

the SEC notice. Three executives, including Shirley Strum Kenny was unavail-

Ira Zar, were forced to resign in 2002 due to able for comment this week, but hopefully

the current investigation. Shirley Strum will be available in the near future. It does

Kenny left the Board of Directors in 2002 not seem likely that any top executives will

after being a member for about eight years. face criminal charges. Yet Stony Brook's

Aside from the Wang Center, CA has close relationship with Computer

also made large monetary donations to Associates, including large monetary dona-

Stony Brook's campus, including the spon- tions, raises the question of whether ille-

sorship of the Stony Brook Software gitimate money was used to finance pro-

Incubator, WINGS (Wireless Networking grams and construction on campus, includ-

and Simulation) Lab, ECSL (Experimental ing the Wang Center.

Computer Systems Lab), and the Computer

- - -- -
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Welcome to the spring semester of
the Stony Brook Press. Let us fill you in on
some of the exciting shit we got planned.

First off, as you can see, this issue is
big. REAL big. In fact, this issue is the
largest issue in Stony Brook Press history.
And it's not just filler, either. We've got fall
Beerfest results, a spread on the
Democratic nominees for President, inter-
views with four well-known people in the
comic book world, articles on the Nets'
move to Brooklyn, MoveOn.org versus CBS,
a response from USG's Santo Albano, and
the usual great, funny stuff you'd expect
from us. As you can also see, we've updat-
ed our look as well, complete with a new
logo.

We know what you're wondering.
Why mess up a good thing? Well, if you
haven't noticed, 2004 is our 25th
Anniversary year. That's right, the little
paper that broke off from the Statesman is
now all grown up, and we thought we'd put
on a new set of clothes, metaphorically
speaking. And those of you who are former
Press alumni should be ready; we're plan-
ning a party in October to celebrate.

What do we have planned for the
future? Well, we're going to have some
(hopefully) regular columns. Besides Ask

Come Hell or high water, two things are

certain. One, The Stony Brook Press WILL be

funded. Two, The Stony Brook Press will not

cease in our quest to stop USG from harming

the student body any more than it already has.

If we continue to allow USG to operate as

it has been, we can only expect their blatantly

unconscionable activities to run roughshod

over the students of this campus; leaving USG

uncheck and unquestioned presents a clear

and present danger to us all.

That said, USG's evils did not occur in a

vacuum. No organization could possibly per-

petrate the crimes USG has without an accom-

plice. It is abundantly clear that USG is being

controlled and manipulated by the administra-

tion. USG is, and has been since its inception,

a marionette and the administration, through

its Executive Council, is its puppet-master.

As things stand now, many deserving

clubs and organizations are heing held as

financial hostages, starved of the very ftunds

you, the students, have set aside for them. The

Amberly Jane, we will now bring you
Andrew Pernick's column Dog, Roebuck
and Lapwing, about Wicca/Paganism, and
Sam Goldman's reports on the race for
President. Also, we will have our usual cov-
erage of the insanity that is I-CON, and, of
course, our spring Beerfest,

We'd like to take the time out to
mention two organizations that have
helped us out in our time of need. SBU-TV
and the Commuter Students Association
have been longtime supporters of The
Stony Brook Press, and they have gracious-
ly sponsored this issue. They have the sin-
cere thanks of everyone who works here at
our little paper.

The consensus here at the Press is
that the last fall semester's worth of issues
have been some of the best in recent mem-
ory, and we really want to keep that going.
If you want to help out, you're always wel-
come at room 060 in the Union basement.

For the past 25 years, we have
proudly been The Community News and
Features Paper, and we plan on being that
for the next 25 years too.

Have a great spring semester!
-The Stony Brook Press

Student Activity Fee, like its name implies,

comes from the students; it should be used, for

the good of the students, to provide activities,

events, and organizations for the students, not

left in the idle hands of an inefficient,

favoritist, bureaucratic, unproven organiza-

tion.

Therefore, students of Stony Brook, we

shall not desist in our efforts to report USG's

misdeeds. That said, you must answer the call

and oppose USG's efforts to strip you, to rob

you, of the college experience you have

already paid, and paid dearly, for. Be vocal in

your opposition. Keep yourselves as informed,

and involved, as you can. The ONLY way USG

will ever grant you, the students, the events,

activities, and organizations you deserve is if

you make your disapproval known, vote in

EVERY election, and answer the call to arms; if

you, the students, voice your displeasure with

USG loud enough, and often enough, USG will

have to listen. They will only win if you

remain sile nt. Make them hear you!
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ina of Richard Orinaer

Dear members of the Stony Brook family,

It is with great sadness that we share in the loss of one of

the School of Dental Medicine's faculty, Dr. Richard J. Oringer

who died suddenly in a tragic car accident as he was leaving cam-

pus on Thursday.

To appreciate the significance of this loss, one needs to

understand Dr. Oringer's personal attributes and contributions

to Stony Brook. His brilliance was coupled with a considerate and

humble personality. He was always the first to give praise but

never the one to seek it. As a leader of the Department of

Periodontics, he dramatically transformed its tone to the highest

level of academic achievement. He was an incredible asset to both

the Department and the School. He was so loved by students that

he was selected as Marshall or Grand Marshall at graduation in

2000, 2002, and 2003. He was selected to be the Grand Marshall

this coming June. His tireless dedication to academic programs

also resulted in the receipt of two faculty awards for teaching

excellence and two yearbook dedications.

Dr. Richard J. Oringer received his B.S. degree summa cum

laude (1988) and D.D.S. degree (1992) from Stony Brook

University and certificate in Periodontology and D.M.Sc. in Oral

Biology (1996) from Harvard University. Following a one year

teaching fellowship at Harvard, Dr. Oringer joined the periodon-

tal faculty of the School of Dental Medicine as an Assistant

Professor in 1997 and was promoted to Associate Professor with

tenure in 2003. Because of his teaching prowess and excellent

organizational skills, he was appointed Director of Predoctoral

Periodontics in 2000. His teaching ability was recognized at the

national level when he was awarded the prestigious Bud and

Linda Tarrson Fellowship in 2001 by the American Academy of

Periodontology. As Program Director, he translated his innova-

tive teaching methodologies into practice including an interac-

tive CD Rom technology, practical outcome assessment tools, a

smoking cessation program and periodontal medicine. He also

contributed to the clinical and didactic teaching components of

the advanced education program in periodontics. His clinical

proficiency resulted in the achievement of diplomate status by

the American Board of Periodontology in 1998.

Always driven to excel, Dr. Oringer committed his time

and efforts to further hone his research skills which resulted in

an impressive portfolio of research activities. He was the

Principal Investigator of two major randomized controlled clini-

cal trials on a minocycline periodontal therapeutic system and

on the evaluation of rhBMP-2/abosorbable collagen sponge as a

suitable bone graft material for sinus floor augmentation. At

the end of 2003, he received notice of a K23 award from the

National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research. The

project entitled "Dendritic Cells in Periodontal Health and

Disease" would have availed him of the tremendous opportunity.

This application received the outstanding score of 1.6 from Study

Section. He was often called upon by the industrial sector to

investigate the clinical significance of new therapeutic modali-

ties. His publication in peer-reviewed journals was extensive.

Not withstanding his teaching and research commitments,

Dr. Oringer was active in his regional and national periodontal

organizations. He was often asked to speak on his clinical and

research activities and was selected to be the major speaker at

the 2003 spring meeting of the Dutch Society of Periodontology

on the role of risk assessment in periodontology. His profes-

sional endeavors resulted in his being elected in 2001 to the

Board of Directors of the Northeastern Society of Periodontists.

He was on a fast track to become a leader in organized periodon-

tics.

Dr. Oringer was married to Dr. Erin Riley, Assistant Dean

of Admissions and Student Affairs at the School of Dental

Medicine. They have one son, John, 4 1/2 months of age. They

live in East Setauket. A campus memorial service will take place

in the Student Activity Center's (SAC) Auditorium on Tuesday,

February 3, 2004 at 2:00pm. A reception will follow in

Ballroom A.

We encourage those of you who might wish to share recol-

lections, anecdotes and other memorial statements to visit the

following web site: http://www.pbase.com/dentite/richard this

site contains photographs of Dr. Oringer and a place for your

personal contribution. We plan to assemble the contributed

materials in a printed volume for Dr. Erin Riley to share with

John Riley Oringer.

In lieu of flowers, contributions can be made payable to

SBF/Richard Oringer Scholarship Fund, SBF/The John Oringer

College Fund, or the American Heart Association and sent to:

Stony Brook University

School of Dental Medicine

Room 156 Rockland Hall

Stony Brook, NY 11794-8700

'ou Wanna Know Where You Can
Stick Your Opinions?

(hint: It Rhymes With "Stained-Glasshole")

3bpress @ic.sunysb.edu
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The emocrats un o rez
- ~By Sam Goldman

It's 2004, kids, you know what that means? This November, you will all get a chance to vote for the new President of the
United States. Of course, you can also vote for the current President, as well. It's all up to you. You have the power. Rock the vote.

But seriously folks, cliches aside, every November, you get a chance to exercise a right that was fought for over 200 years

ago - the right to be able to decide who leads your country for the next four years. And if you don't think that your vote matters,

let's just flash back to four years ago, where we had the tightest presidential race of all time. So, if you haven't yet registered, go

register (NYPIRG's always happy to help with that), and if you are registered, take 5 minutes from your busy day next November

and push a couple of buttons and pull a couple of levers. That's all it takes.

And, in case you haven't been paying attention to politics, here's a little stat sheet on all the Democrats running for their

party's presidential nomination, compiled from a variety of news
As of Tuesday, January 20, the time of the writing of this

SOURCES: FoxNews.com, MSNBC.com, and WashingtonPost.com

sources, so you really have no excuse.

article, there are seven candidates. 'Here they are:

sen. JOHN KERRY

lometown: Boston, Mass.
3orn: December 11, 1943 in Denver, CO
Education: Yale U., B.A. 1966; Boston
,ollege, J.D. 1976
0olitical Experience: Lieutenant
3overnor, 1983-85; U.S. Senate, 1985-
>resent

ohn Kerry is a decorated war veteran
wnh is running oIII n I e L Ieai Lliane is, uy

far, the most qualified candidate among the Democrats to be President. He
is often said to be an idealist, with grand plans for the country. He surpris-
ingly won the Iowa caucus when many said his candidacy was on the rocks.

First priority: Health care reform.

On Abortion: Believes the Constitution protects a woman's right to choose.
Announced he will appoint only pro-choice judges to the Supreme Court.

Oh AffirmativeActior: 'Supports affirmative action. Does not support the
concept of quotas. .

On The Economy: Vows to restore 3 million jobs lost under George Bush.
Has proposed creating jobs through a new manufacturing jobs credit, by .
investing in new energy industries, by restoring technology and by stopping
layoffs in education. -.

On Education: Opposes vouchers. Would expand early childhood programs.
Seek to help students pay for college with new College Opportunity Tax
Credit on the filrt $4,000 paid in tuition for each year f college, and aa
Service for College Program that would fully fund four years bf college in
exchange for a 2-year stay in a national service.

On Gay Rights: Supports partnership rights and civil unions. Opposed to gay
marriage.

On Health Care: Would propose giving tax-based incentives to employers
and credits to individuals. Wants to add a strong, affordable prescription
drug benefit to Medicare packages, and to allow the public to buy cheaper
drugs through Canada.

On Homeland Defense: Would devote more resources to first responders
and create a Community Defense Service to provide volunteer manpower in
the event of an attack. He would also expand technological innovations to
the war on terror.

On Iraq / War on Terror: Voted for use of force, but criticized Bush's coalition
building and diplomacy. Would seek greater international involvement in
Iraq and work to transfer sovereignty to the Iraqis as quickly as possible,
Wants to work with Iran to deport senior Al Qaeda leadership in that country.

On Taxes: Opposes a repeal of all the Bush tax cuts. Will keep middle-class
tax cuts. Supports tax credits on health care anid college tuition.

On The Environment / Energy: Supports increased investment in renewable
energy and reducing our oil dependence by 2 million barrels of oil a day.

On Foreign Policy: Would restore shattered alliances and develop global
security strategy on terrorism. Negotiate'with N. Korea to end their nuclear
weapons programs. Says U.S. absence from Middle East peace process
has risked security.

Sen. JOHN EDWARDS

Hometown: Raleigh, NC
Born: June 10, 1953 in Seneca, SC
Education: North Carolina State U.,
B.S. 1974; U. of North Carolina, J.D.
1977
Political Experience: U.S. Senate,
1999-present

John Edwards reminds many pundits of
Bill Clinton - a young, media-savvy,
smooth-talkina southerner who. remi-
niscent of Clinton s famous appearance on Arsenio, declared his candi-
dacy on The Daily Show with Jon Stewart. His campaign strategy - a
tried and true one - is to target the always-forgotten middle class. His
campaign was also thought to be faltering, but a better-than-expected
showing in Iowa gives him some hope.

First priority: Campaign finance reform.

On Abortion: Supports abortion rights. Opposes a partial-birth abortion
ban without an exception for health of the mother.

On Affirmative Action: Supports affirmative action.

On The Economy: Supports the creation of tax incentives for companies
manufacturing in America. Supports tax credits for working Americans to
buy their first home.,

On Education: Supports increased investment in teachers. Would create
new afterschool programs. Proposes a $3 billion "College for Everyone"
plan. Opposes continuing-,fegacy admrrissions policie.s.

On Gay Rights: Opposes gay marriage. Believes the issue of civil unions
should be decided by individual states. Supports partnership benefits.

On Health Care: Would offer parents increased tax breaks to cover their
children. Supports the automatic enrollment in health care plans for mil-
lions of children. Would seek to require parents to cover children under
age 21.

On Homeland Defense: Wants to establish a new Homeland Intelligence
Agency. Supports substantial increases in border security. Would provide
more money for first responders.

On Iraq / War on Terror: Supported the war in Iraq. Would turn over Iraqi
civilian authority to the United Nations. Would overturn the order exclud-
ing countries from participating in Iraq's reconstruction. Believes we must
do more to support nuclear disarmament programs. Says we need a new
relationship with Saudi Arabia.

On Taxes: Opposes a repeal of all the Bush tax cuts. Will keep middle-
class tax cuts. Supports tax credits on health care and college tuition.

On The Environment / Energy: Supports an increased commitment to
environmental protection and energy conservation. Would promote
renewable fuels.

On Foreign Policy: Would seek to stop the spread of weapons of mass
destruction. Believes we need to strengthen international institutions and
alliances.
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Donkeys In A Line:
The Democrats Running For Prez

By Sam Goldman
HOWARD DEAN

Hometown: Burlington, VT.
Born: November 17, 1948 in East
Hampton, N.Y.
Education: Yale U., B.A. 1971; Albert
Einstein College of Medicine, M.D.
1978 Career:
Political Experience: Vt. House, 1983-
87 (assistant minority leader, 1985-86);
lieutenant governor, 1987-91; governor,
1991-2002

Howard Dean is pissed off, and he s not gonna take it any more. The for-
mer Vermont governor has campaigned as the choice for those who are
angry about the Bush administration s policies and especially the war in

Iraq. Until the Iowa caucus, he was considered the leading candidate. He
has gained points for his use of the Internet to spread the word, but has

lost points for what some perceive to be a manic temper.

First priority: To shore up relations with countries who were against the

war in Iraq.

On Abortion: Says a woman's right to choose is constitutionally protect-

ed. Opposed the partial-birth abortion ban signed into law by President

Bush.

On Affirmative Action: Called the Supreme Court's decision upholding
affirmative action a victory for civil rights. Would pursue policies that

encourage racial diversity on campuses.

On The Economy: Says Bush administration's economic policy is unfair

and misguided. Pledges to repeal the Bush tax cuts. Intends to set the

nation on a path toward a balanced budget.

On Education: Proposes increased spending for early childhood educa-

tion and post-secondary education. Opposes voucher programs.

On Gay Rights: Supports civil unions. Says gay marriage is not a federal

issue. Opposes the Defense of Marriage Act.

On Health Care: Proposes health coverage for every American under 25.

Would seek to provide coverage for adults with incomes up to 185 per-

cent of the poverty level. Would permit drug re-importation from Canada.

On Homeland Defense: Supports the establishment of a Homeland

Defense Trust Fund by reversing Bush's tax cuts. Would make more

resources available for first-responders. Supports increasing protection

of our infrastructure and borders.

On Iraq / War on Terror: Opposed the Iraq war from the outset. Says

Bush misled the American people. Wants to hand over maintenance of

order in Iraq to a NATO-led coalition. Believed that Al Qaeda was a larg-
er threat to the U.S. than Iraq. Says we must strengthen our military and

intelligence capabilities. Says we must rebuild our global alliances and
partnerships.

On Taxes: Would repeal Bush administration's tax cuts and use that

money to fund healthcare, homeland security and education, and to bal-

ance the budget.

On The Environment / Energy: Wants 20 percent of energy used in the

U.S. to come from renewable resources by 2020. Wants tighter controls

on air pollution.

On Foreign Policy: Wants to negotiate a resolution of the nuclear stand-

off with North Korea. Calls for a two-state solution to Middle East con-

flict.

Gen. WESLEY CLARK

Hometown: Little Rock, AK
Born: Dec. 23, 1944
Education: West Point Military
Academy, 1966; Oxford U., masters in
philosophy, politics and economics,
1968
Career Highlights: Retired Four-Star
General; NATO Supreme Allied
Commander, 1997-2000; Director of
Strategic Plans and Policy for the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, 1994-1996.
Political Experience: None.

Retired Gen. Wesley Clark trumpets a mix of inexperience and experi-
ence - a military insider who was also decorated in Vietnam and who led
NATO forces in Serbia, and at the same time, a political outsider who
can come into D.C. and clean house. His campaign speeches and ads
have been emphasizing his military resume, stating that he is the best
Democrat to lead in this new age of the war on terror.

First priority: He has a five-point plan on economy, education, health
care, and the environment.

On Abortion: Supports abortion rights. Opposes partial-birth abortion
ban.

On Affirmative Action: Supports affirmative action. Filed a brief with the
U.S. Supreme Court in support of affirmative action at the University of
Michigan.

On The Economy: Would attempt to save $2.35 trillion over 10 years for
deficit reduction. Has a $100 billion Job Creation Plan that allocates $20
billion as tax breaks to businesses who hire new employees.

On Education: Wants more federal funds for education. Supports chang-
ing accountability measures. Would seek to expand access to pre-school
and increase financial aid to college students.

On Gay Rights: Supports recognizing civil unions. Welcomed
Massachusetts State Supreme Court's gay marriage decision. Wants to
give same-sex couples legal rights and federal employees the right to
name same-sex partners as beneficiaries.

On Health Care: Would spend $695 billion over 10 years on plan to
cover 31.8 million uninsured Americans and subsidize insurance for low-
income earners. Believes in placing more emphasis on preventative
care..

On Homeland Defense: Would create a $40 billion Homeland Security
Fund, allocating more money to law enforcement agencies and local first

responders to hire personnel. Would establish new safeguards at our
borders.

On Iraq / War on Terror: Would never have voted for war. Wants to inter-
nationalize the country's reconstruction. Believes the Coalition
Provisional Authority should be replaced and that the military operation
should be turned into a NATO one. Would create a U.S.-Saudi comman-
do force to work the Afghan-Pakistani border. Thinks we should use our
assets more wisely and repair relationships with our allies.

On Taxes: Would cancel Bush tax cuts for those earning over $200,000
and provide $2,250 tax credit per child. Has a plan to save $2.35 trillion
over 10 years and provide $20 billion for tax incentives to businesses to
hire new workers.

On The Environment / Energy: Supports vigorous enforcement of all
clean air and clean water laws. Supports reinstatement of the Superfund
tax. Wants to strengthen automotive fuel efficiency standards.

On Foreign Policy: Would seek to restore America's alliances. Supports
strengthening and use of international institutions. Would develop a
regional strategy to deal with North Korea. Wants stronger inspections of
Iran and North Korea.
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Donkeys In A Line:
The Democrats Running For Prez

-- B y Sam Goldman
Sen. JOSEPH LIEBERMAN Rep. DENNIS KUCINICH

Hometown: New Haven, CT Hometown: Cleveland, OH

Born: February 24 1942 in Stamford CT Born: October 8 1946 in Clevela d

Education: Yale U., B.A. 1964; LL.B. 1967
Political Experience: Conn. Senate, 1971-
81 (majority leader, 1975-81); CT attorney
general, 1983-89; U.S. Senate, 1989-pres-
ent

Joseph Lieberman is the only Democrat to
consistently proclaim himself as being for
the war in Iraq, and has, at times, called
for more troops to be sent there. He islQ With tho owafin r-fR Pa Dri k
asoU, w eIL I cepIon o e•,t:;PLIUIIU1 .. cI1

Gephardt, the only candidate that can be truly considered a Washington insid-
er. He is running on his record of over 30 years of public service, but polls
have him falling further behind the pack.

First priority: Repeal Bush restrictions on stem cell research.

On Abortion: Supports abortion rights. Opposes ban on late-term abortions.

On Affirmative Action: Supports affirmative action. Opposes quotas. Wants to
help states and schools construct constitutionally suitable affirmative action pro-
grams.

On The Economy: Would seek to enact an investment tax credit. Supports
encouraging companies to manufacture in the U.S. Wants to give smaller man-
ufacturers access to capital.

On Education: Supports school voucher experimentation. Wants to fully fund the
No Child Left Behind Act. Would increase tuition assistance for lower income
families. Would seek to improve K-12 and college coordination.

On Gay Rights: Opposed to gay marriage. Would seek to extend benefits to
partners of gay federal employees.

On Health Care: Supports creation of new $150 billion American Center for
Cures, which would find cures for chronic illnesses. Would seek to expand the
eligibility of the State Children's Health Insurance Program. Vows to get workers
health care coverage regardless of work circumstances.

On Homeland Defense: Supports measures to provide $7.5 billion to local first
responders for training and resources. Would allocate $7 billion over six years
so local communities can hire more firefighters.

On Iraq / War on Terror: Believes in sending more troops and resources to Iraq.
Wants to ask NATO to assume command of forces. Supports developing a
process and a timetable for formation of permanent Iraqi government. Says
there were extensive contacts between Saddam Hussein's government and Al
Qaeda. Would demand that North Korea dispose of all nuclear weapons.

On Taxes: Thinks we should keep the middle class tax cuts in place. Wants to
reset the top two income tax rates that were decreased. Pledges to repeal the
dividend tax cut.

On The Environment / Energy: Supports measures to increase fuel efficiency.
Wants to invest in clean-burning coal technologies. Would provide incentives for
hybrid car purchases. Favors increasing renewable electricity output.

On Foreign Policy: Wants to increase foreign aid to Israel. Would fight nuclear
proliferation. Favors encouraging economic and political reforms to Arab and
Muslim nations. Would seek to integrate security strategies with allies.

AL SHARPTON
Hometown: Brooklyn, NY
Born: Oct. 3,1954 in Brooklyn, NY
Education: Tilden H.Sl; Attended Brooklyrn College
Political Experience: Candidate for U.S. Senate, 1992
and 1994; Candidate for mayor of New York, 1997

New Yorkers are very familiar with Al Sharpton. He s
ed a decade-long crusade against police abuses and
brutality; mostly in our area. He plans to use his candi-
dacy as a platform to galvanize minority voters, espe-
cially in the southem and western U.S. He, like Clark,
has skipped Iowa to focus on New Hampshire..

First priority: To bring U.S. troops home and transfer
control to the U.N.

On Abortion: Supports abortion rights. Opposes ban on
partial-birth abortions.

On Affirmative Action: Supports affirmative action.

On The Economy: Would stimulate economy by creat-

Education: Case Western Reserve U.,
B.A. 1973; M.A. 1973
Political Experience: Cleveland City
Council, 1969-75, 1983; mayor of
Cleveland, 1977-79; Ohio Senate, 1995-
97; U.S. House, 1997-present

Dennis Kucinich is a riches to rags to rich-
es story. Cleveland s youngest mayor at
33, he became a local pariah after refus-
ing to sell the city s electrical system and
thus sending the city into bankruptcy. Now, 23 years later, he is running for the
Presidency, seeing himself as a bold messenger who will say what others in his
party will not. He is notable for being perhaps one of the first politicians to open-
ly speak up against the war in Iraq, having done so over a year ago.

First priority: To get out of Iraq within 90 days, transferring authority to NATO.

On Abortion: Supports abortion rights. Would only nominate supporters of Roe
v. Wade to the Supreme Court. Opposed partial-birth abortion ban

On Affirmative Action: Supports affirmative action.

On The Economy: Would propose withdrawing from NAFTA and the World
Trade Organization. Wants to administer $50 billion in zero-interest loans every
year to finance state infrastructure projects. Supports raising the federal mini-
mum wage.

On Education: Vows to commit funds to undertake school construction and
repair. Supports increased federal funding to schools to decrease class size.
Wants to create universal college education, tuition-free. Opposes school
vouchers.

On Gay Rights: Supports gay marriage. Thinks Federal law should protect civil
unions. Believes same-sex couples should be treated as equal in the eyes of
the law.

On Health Care: Favors universal health care through a single-payer system not
tied to employment. Favors price caps on prescription drugs.

On Homeland Defense: Would create a Department of Peace, which would
work domestically to make nonviolence an organizing principle.

On Iraq / War on Terror: Says the war in Iraq was wrong and counterproductive
to winning war on terror. Promises to bring all U.S. troops home and get the
U.N. in. Charges that the Bush administration has killed thousands of innocent
civilians in the name of fighting terrorism.

On Taxes: Would cancel tax cuts to the Americans at the top brackets. In favor
of provide a payroll tax credit. Would work to close corporate loopholes. In favor
of raising employers taxes to fund universal health care.

On The Environment / Energy: Favors strengthening environmental laws and
increasing support of the Kyoto Treaty. Wants to reduce U.S. dependence on
oil. Supports increased investment in alternative energy sources and increased
penalties for polluters.

On Foreign Policy: Would create a Department of Peace and normalize rela-
tions with Cuba. Wants to promote international cooperation and agreements
and promote engagement with North Korea.

ing jobs through infrastructure redevelopment.

On Education: Would add constitutional amendment
guaranteeing high-quality education. Opposes school
vouchers.

On Gay Rights: Supports gay marriage and same-sex
domestic partnerships. Says gays should have the
same rights as everyone else.

On Health Care: Supports a constitutional amendment
guaranteeing equal health care to all Americans. Wants
a national, single-payer health insurance plan operated
by the federal government.

On Homeland Defense: Says seaports are vulnerable
due to structural decay and understaffing.

On Iraq / War on Terror: Opposed the war in Iraq.
Would submit a multilateral redevelopment plan for Iraq
to the U.N. Would get more nations to help in Iraq.
Would put more resources and military into the hunt for
Osama bin Laden. Would investigate Saudi Arabia's

ties to the Bush
administration.

On Taxes:
Would repeal
all the Bush tax
cuts and use
much of the
money to lower
the deficit.

On The
Environment /
Energy: Favors
developing alternative-energy vehicles such as electric
and hybrid cars. Would raise fuel efficiency on vehicles.
Supports a cap on carbon dioxide emissions.

On Foreign Policy: Would try to repair relationships with
allies. Would work with the U.N. Supports aid to devel-
oping countries. Advocates engagement with North
Korea.
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lection 2004 Issues Fina Monkeys,
Cocaine and the Reveren d's luge Wan

------------------------------------------- ________» _ R lnu gkr~~

America and the world have

changed dramatically in the past four

years. Another, and shockingly, dumber

Bush is in office; the world is enraptured

in panic and war; and Ron Jeremy and

Tammy Faye Baker are at last bosom bud-

dies. For many, Howard Dean seemed like

the free world's best chance at salvation,

that is, until last Martin Luther King

Day. The media has an obligation to soci-

ety to report on the events of the world.

More important than this basic motive,

however, is their drive to line their pock-

ets by loading their coverage. This pres-

idential candidate-to-be didn't have a

sordid affair with an intern, and he did-

n't even kill one. lHe never had a known

spell with alcoholism nor an obsession

for partying and blo-w. All he did was

express passion for his country and what

he believes in. This, unfortunately,

might have lost him the race for the nom-

ination. It is not necessarily the media's

fault; every 11 o'clock news report and

late-night comedian is just feeding socie-

ty what it thrives on: controversy. The

ability of the media to portray a passion-

ate, level-headed physician running for

office as a psychotic madman is quite

easy. It's probably much easier than con-

vincing the people of America that an ex-

coke-addict and alcoholic with a speech

(brain) impediment is worthy to be pres-

ident simply by virtue of his daddy.

The recent portrait of Dean as an

off-kilter Tourette's sufferer was the

only negative factor riding on his back

leading into the second and "winner-

takes-all" New Hampshire primary, a

race where he was a shoe-in for first. His

disappointing defeat to John Kerry was

quickly attributed to the "I have a

Scream" speech. The depth of Dean's

downward spiral does not stop there,

however: an announcement from the Dean

camp indicated that it is so pressed for

cash that it's workers would not receive

paychecks this week, and news that top

campaign managers have been fired only

deepened the blow. More strikingly than

the lack of support in New Hampshire for

Dean's campaign was the lack of support
X IT TT It-

"sterilization Laws to enforce it against -

Dopers - Drunks - Retards and Illegal

Aliens".

It is clear that the ABB mentality

makes the issues of this election second-

ary to the ability to defeat Bush. If one is

to eliminate the possibility of electing a

candidate based on her his platform,

then on what, pray tell, is left to base

one's decision? Thanks to a poll by the

in New Hampshire
for the Kerry cam-

paign. According

to a New York Times

exit poll, only 14%

of NH democrats

who voted for Kerry

did so because they

believed in "what

he stands for." It's

quite clear what

this election comes

down to: ABB - any-

bouy [ut Dusn.

Electability, and not the issues,

seems to be the main issue of this cam-

paign. So why campaign at all? Is it

merely an exercise in expression of one's

ideals? Take the democratic candidate

Vermin Supreme, for example. His plat-

form of oral fixation includes

"Warrantless random dental inspec-

tions... and ... gene splicing to create a

race of winged monkeys to act as tooth

faries". How about Al Hamburg, the 14-

time running veteran from Wyoming.

Hamburg's hobbies include frightening

children, anti-Semitism and wearing Nazi

memorabilia. His heartwarming platform

includes increased interest in ocean

exploration, programs to "stop school

Bullying of litler kids (sic)", as well as

crack team ot
political spin-

doctors at

Playboy mdga-

zine, we. just

might have the

answer you're

looking for. A

shocking 46% of

A m e r i c a n s

believe that Rev.

Sharpton is the

most wel -

enuowed candi-
date on the panel, however, only 16%

think he is the best in bed. Although

only 15% believed that W. was the most

well-endowed, .25% believed that Bush is

the best of all in bed. And 30% think

that the current president has had same-

sex partners, while 43% believed that

Sharpton has not only had more sexual

partners than any other president but has

also had multiple three somes. Although

this data was not conducted during an

exit poll, it clearly reflects an urgency

from the American people for Rev.

Sharpton to not withdraw himself from

the race before the steamy final climax at.

the Democratic National Convention in

July.

Well, after much heated debate,

and a fight to the death in a pit of spikes

by the members of The Stony Brook Press

E-board, it was agreed that I should try

and attend one more meeting, this time

with the Dean of Students, the president.

of USG and the advisor for media. Can't

get more fun than this, right? Well, hon-

estly, it really didn't go that badly at

all.

I think the presence of the Dean of

Students, along with the fact that it was

only the president of USG and myself at

the meeting really helped things go more

smoothly. My only regret was that the

President of USG was unable to stay for

more than thirty minutes. That time,

though, was sufficient for me to make

some of the concerns of The Stony Brook

Press clear while stating them openly

and publicly. Just to highlight some of

the things I tried to bring up, and make

clear, I'll re-state them for our readers.

The most important issue possi-

bly is that we feel that not only are we

being financially censored by USG, but

that there is sufficient evidence for this

that would hold up in a court of law.

When I stated this plainly, the president

of USG replied that it was never their

intention to censor The Press in any way,

and that some of them even enjoy our

content. I appreciate the statement, and

I'm now putting it in writing, which is,

in a sense, a form of it "going on record."

The Official stance of USG is dually

noted. Unfortunately, we are not exactly

inclined to agree with it, but so it

stands.

The second issue we have is that

other clubs have been treated unfairly,

specifically when it comes to budgetary

ie More Meetinc
By Dustin Hern'n

matters. At this meeting, those issues

did not come up very much because time

was short and, after all, this was prima-

rily a meeting about The Press and our

current relationship with USG.

The third issue is that, as stu-

dents, we feel the student government

really isn't doing the best job it could.

Again, unfortunately, because of time

this wasn't discussed in depth, but we

feel it's important nonetheless. One

point that I made was that we here at the

paper have to look at what's going on in

three separate ways. We are students, we

are a newspaper, and we are a USG fund-

ed club. In print, an individual author

is allowed to voice whatever opinions

they feel, but as far as official SB Press

editorial consensus goes, that will come
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Campus Channel

- LiavEPro 'raB
Tuesday 11pm - Stony Brook Uncut
Live, raw and uncut, with fresh music, local events,
guests, phonecalls and interviews with prominent
artists of today, tomorrow and beyond.

Wednesday 8pm - InFocus
From global events to local issues, this news
magazine offers interesting perspectives,
information and an opportunity to voice your opinion.

Friday 10 pm - UC Live
Local music from SBU's University Cafe.

-EOtherProgra S:l~
National Lampoon Network
Just like those National Lampoon movies you
love, but funnier, and on three times a week.
Ghoul-a-GoGo
Hosted by your favorite ahoul,. Vlad, this show will
scare your pants off (ifyou're afraid of funny).

Silly SpiderMonkey Fiasco.
Best sketch comedy show ever... EVER! EEEEVER!

USB-M
Seawolves Sports
Our own coveragce of SBU sports with a new
game every week.T-rom D I Football & Basketball
Co Laccrose & Rugby, we've got your sports world covered.

LateNight with Beverly Bryan
Sketch Comedy? Interviews? Music? Honestly, we
have no Idea what this show is about... but just
try watching it without laughing, it's impossible.

IndiFilm
The best independent movies from around the world.

Broken Radio
Music Videos, from the most current hits to that
song you couldn't get out of your head 3 years
ago. It's all the music you love to near

Big In New York
Positive members from our own community and
from the city, this show covers a variety of interests
after all, it's what's "Big in NY" (paramp-ching)

SBU-TV Time Warp
Remember that SBU-TV show you missed a few years
ago? Well, we've aot it, so check it out, it's something
new every weed.., what? you're not watching?

Questions? Comments?
sbutv@ic.sunysb.edu
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Dog, RoebL
Welcome, dear readers, to what will

become a regular feature in the Stony Brook

Press, a column for Pagans, about Paganism,

by a Pagan (or, to be more precise, by a

Wiccan). In coming issues, you will read

about new and/or interesting books, events,

developments and political issues of partic-

ular interest to the Wiccan/Pagan communi-

ty at large and to Wiccans and Pagans at

Stony Brook.

Since this is our first column, per-

haps introductions are in order. I am a 21

year old Computer Science major currently in

my junior year. I have been practicing Wicca

for the last three years, following an eclectic,

solitary path. I have never been a member of

any coven simply out of a personal aversion

towards worshiping alongside other people.

That said, I am not opposed to covens nor to

religious groups in general; each path is dif-

ferent, and while I know covens are not for

me, I know there are many out there who do

enjoy and benefit from being in a coven.

Those of you who read or post on alt.reli-

gion.wicca.moderated (ARWM) may also know

me by my handle, "-A." (sans quotes).

This issue's column features a review

of Amber Laine Fisher's book, Philosophy of

Wicca (ECW Press, 2002, ISBN 1-55022-487-

5). According to the back cover, Philosophy

of Wicca "details Wiccan beliefs and reveals

the how and why of this burgeoning religion.

Beginning with a discussion of the nature and

manifestations of Deity, this book explores

how practitioners of Wicca relate to the

Divine." Philosophy of Wicca is, in short, a

wonderful book and, although it weighs in at

a modest 268 pages, it is so well-executed

that no back cover description can do it ade-

quate justice.

Dealing with such diverse and com-

plicated issues as balance, the soul, sex and

sexuality, and exploring the depths of one's

own existence is no easy task and Ms. Fisher

does a remarkable job. She avoids the usual

one-true-way pitfalls that are, unfortunate-

ly, so common in books of this nature deftly,

reminding the reader that her words are

meant to teach and inspire rather than be

followed as absolute truths. Even in her end-

notes, Ms. Fisher encourages independent

thought, experimentation, and evaluation.

Each of the book's 12 chapters begins

with what could best be described as an

"appetizer passage," due to their well-craft-

ed whetting of the mental palate. Some of

these passages, such as the short story, "In

the Garden of the Goddess," that begins the

first chapter, or the gentle reminder of the

Goddess' immanence before chapter three,

are so beautifully crafted that they deserved

to be included in my own Book of Shadows.

Others, such as the pantheon-independent

creation myth in chapter two, provide ample

material for later meditation and considera-

tion.

The chapters themselves are incredi-

bly rich with ideas given that the book is, to

quote Elizabeth Barrette's remarks on the

back cover, "scholarly yet not pedantic,

philosophical yet not vapid, and advanced

without being incomprehensible." If ever

there were a perfect way to summarize Ms.

ick and Lapwing
S .By Ardrew Pernir

answers many questions in often provoking

ways, such as her advancement of the term

"henotheisim" (the belief in one set of

deities without denying the existence of oth-

ers) to describe Wicca. Through the abun-

dant use of rich imagery and language, Ms.

Fisher asks, and at times gives her own

answer to, questions that would otherwise be

very difficult to comprehend quite palatable

to the average reader.^ :

In short, Philosophy of Wicca is an

excellent book. Through her masterly use of

metaphor, rhetorical questions, and exam-

ples, Ms. Fisher has given us a text that can

easily be recommended to almost all

Wiccans. That said, this book offers no ritu-

al framework, leaves many things for the

reader to answer, and provides little for the

absolute neophyte; it is not suitable as a first

course in Wicca. Also note that the title

clearly states that this book deals with

Wiccan philosophy and, therefore, contains

little for the non-Wiccan Pagan. Simply put,

Philosophy of Wicca makes for a great "200-

level" guide to the more advanced aspects of

Wiccan philosophy. This book would make a

near-perfect addition to almost any Wiccan's

library. Five stars.

Alas, dear readers, for we have

reached the end of our time together. "Dog,

Roebuck, and Lapwing" will always be open

to your suggestions, recommendations, and

(constructive)'criticisms, so please feel free

to email me your thoughts via

cbwoodstein@yahoo.com. Until next time,

Blessed Be!

Fisher's results, this quote would be it. She

__



One More Meeting
By Dustin Herln

I Continued from page 9 the matter at hand, cleaning up account-

out in our traditional unsigned editori- ing and setting things straight is a great

als which are written as the consensus of idea, except for one thing which leads me

the majority of our democratically elect- to continue to be leery of- hat is actual-

ed editorial board. Try to say that all in ly going on with the records, and why

one breath... . there is the claim that many don't exist

I agree that this problem should

never have to come up again in the

future, and that steps need to be taken to

ensure that. I am grateful that a recom-

mendation committee will be meeting

soon, or so we are told, which will be

able to allocate some money for us out of

the media referenda. I really never

wanted to take such a large chunk of cash

from that pool, but when faced with the

fact that we won't be able to print any

more issues, I'll take money from any

place I can get it.

USG's position is that we got our

money from that pool all along, but we

disagree for several reasons. First, no

one even remembers voting or having a

media referenda. Second, I've spoken to

several past editors and business man-

agers, and none of them remember the

media referenda ever existing, as

according to the records we have, along

with those that we have dropped off at

USG, we only got $3,500 from it at most.

Magically, though, the records from last

year say we got a considerable amount

more than that from the media referenda.

We keep saying we had a line budget, and

several senators have agreed to testify on

our behalf under oath. We appreciate

this. We wonder why in 25 years no one

has told us we are not a line budget, and

why, last year, every single budget form

we have has line budget checked off, and

no one corrected us. How can we "call

ourselves a line budget" and never get

corrected? Even better, and I think more

importantly, the current treasurer has

never spoken to me personally, and I

don't think he has spoken to any of the

members of my organization about the

situation. The only one we have spoken

to regarding this who falls under any

treasurer type jurisdiction is the vice

treasurer, who incidentally has decided

to "clean up" all of the accounting mis-

takes of the past. Or cover them up, I

don't know: our FOIL requests have gone

unanswered, and that's a crime punish-

able by one year in prison. There is no

way out of that one. It also falls under

abuse of office laws. I don't think having

detectives hanging around USG and other

offices, for a few days asking questions

helps anything, do you? Well, if you

really didn't think it would help, then

the FOIL requests should have been

granted to us already. Getting back to

any more. Last year's treasurer, the

interim acting treasurer over the sum-

mer, and this year's vice treasurer are

one and the same person. Imagine that.

What does this person have to cle.an up?

His own mistakes from last year? I keep

mentioning this over and over, and no one

has yet to even give me a cohesive

response on this topic! If we were not a

line budget, would not this same person

have said something last year? Or last

year didn't matter? Where is the current

treasurer? Does the current treasurer

not care right now? I'm not accusing

anyone. I'm asking questions.

I'll ask some more questions. The

Stony Brook Press does not do it's own

in-house printing. It would be nice if

student media could have an in-house

print service, but we don't. We have to

pay money to an outside company to do

the issues for us. This isn't bad, but

unfortunately that means we have no

control over the exact amount it costs to

print an issue, or how often rates go up,

etc, etc. Something else we have no con-

trol over, but are being blamed for, is a

billing error. Our printing company had

a computer error and billed USG too lit-

tle for a few issues. Not even all the

issues, just a few. The printing company

did what every company would do in this

situation: send. out a bill explaining the

problem and asking for the difference.

That's all well and good. USG is blaming

us for this and saying that we should

have been more responsible. How can we

be more responsible when we don't con-

trol their billing computers? We don't

write the checks, accounting does. If we

had been able to write the check, we

might have been able to see it was for too

little originally and adjusted ourselves

accordingly. The people in accounting

don't seem too worried, and understand

that it was the printing company's error.

Except for the fact that we don't have

enough money to cover the difference

yet, everything should be fine. As long

as the recommendations committee actu-

ally meets, and the recommendation is

actually followed, we finally might have

some money to print again. We'll see

what happens. USG is putting the blame

on us, and making this out to be som.e

horrible act The Press perpetrated on

the rest of the universe. It was a billing

error. Get over it. If we had been given

our correct budget for 'this year, we

would not have had to worry a'bout this at

all, and this would never have been an

issue. You've brought all this upon

yourselves, and really, haven't made

many efforts to fix much. It's been most-

ly other people stepping in to mediate

and to try and help, and occasionally you

(USG) will follow their advi.ce and agree

to solve the situation. Give everyone a

break and do what's right.

Just so that everyone is clear on

the matter, giving us money won't make

us "go away" or stop us from printing

anything that you might not want the

public to hear about, like how when

asked for a list of names on the "commit-

tee" that decided on our budget among

others, we were met with a stammer and a

blank stare. We're a newspaper; this is

our job. If you really want us to not pay

attention to what you're doing any more,

then do what's right. How about that for

a novel concept?

I'd like to take some time now to

also thank Commuter Students'

Association and SBU-TV for taking out

ads in the paper to help us get this issue

printed. To those who support us, we

salute you. To those who work to see us

shut down, we hate you, and so do our

supporters. We don't die, we multiply.

Enough people recognize our greatness

that the only referenda group to receive

more votes than us last semester was the

Blood Drive. Even we'll admit that they

deserve money more then maybe any

other group on campus other than the

Ambulance Corps. OOPS!! I forgot, USG

doesn't want to pay their bills any

more...

The last thing I really want to say

is that we still have not gotten any

response, written or otherwise, to our

faces regarding our content from any of

the people in the positions that we have

mentioned. We've received a response

from someone at USG at the time of this

printing, but again, none from the stu-

dents supposedly making decisions. If

you, your friends, loved ones, eniemies,

or anyone you know feel that we have tar-

geted a group, cause or person unfairly,

you have to let us know. If you feel we

printed information that was incorrect,

you NEED to write or call. We'll either

print your article, your letter, or even

just a simple retraction. Just let us

know; we're accommodating.

Live long, prosper, and read The

Stony Brook Press. A Press a day keeps

the doctor away. And The Press tries to

keep the corruption away. You get the

picture. We're on your side. Trust me.
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Response to a Question of Time Travel
By David K. Ginn

This was a reply I gave to a question our heads. We know that the attacker-self How does this relate to John
somebody on the Internet had with the movie got the clothes from the attacker-self that he Anderton's predicament? Well, first of all,
Minority Report. It's not very informed, and killed. And we know that attacker-self got the film obviously chooses Time Ripple, not
it's probably even redundant and a bit obvi- the clothes from the attacker-self he killed. Time Loop, as already stated. Secondly,
ous sometimes, but I spent three hours writ- And so it goes on, but the question still again as stated, the Time Loop exists within
ing it and the idea that I threw away three remains: Where did the clothes come from? the Time Ripple. Thirdly, not stated yet, is
hours of my life to a stupid message board The only existing flaw in the Time that the time loop is not destroyed by the
will naia iiue mv sa ,nitv, for l o11 f ete.rnitv So Lo or thonari f it is a f la \i i fffc of thef Time Ri rl

w i pi g y ý..Ly ivi yii .vipt, .L,,IY, UJ LalU,.,Li li y, ,i t ,L IL .a ' a zia ,

now you get to read it! If you're not a fan of embedded within the intei
time travel and practical application of sci- changeability of cause an
ence-fiction into modern theory, just pass effect. The above scenari
this article by. could actually happen. In t0

Most of the terms I use here are not event a time portal w<
the standard defining words for the issues invented, the above scenario
and ideas being presented. This is merely without a doubt a scenari
my own uneducated, un-researched inter- that could actually take plac
pretation of an idea that I thought was fit to within the given texts. Bi
print. True, it may sound like unlicensed then where did the clothe
horse crap, and I'm at least pretty sure that come from? The answer,

That is, that no matter how
sure everyone is that they can
stop the future from happen-
ing, the closer John Anderton
gets to doing so only takes him
further along in the time loop,
His attempt to stop the future
only further solidifies its
existence. Therefore, we are
left with the same question:
Where did the motive come

there is such a thing as a Time Loop theory believe, lies somewhere on the :" i~ 'i .. from?
and that it is probably nothing at all like the Timeline. The analogy between both
ideas I've written about here, but to be per-
fectly honest, I don't give a shit. I'm just
awaiting the nasty e-mails. Enjoy!

The idea of the Time Loop theory, at
least in the way that I will present it, works
within a written text of past, present, and
future. The opposing theory is the Time
Ripple theory, which works within a change-
able and infinite text of past, present, and
future.

This movie (Minority Report), which
quite obviously choose's the Time Ripple
theory, is unique in that it instates the idea
of the Time Loop into a rippled text. In this
movie, where you see the future and then can
change it, we also have the -ause and effect
of a Time Loop. The situation in question is
how Anderton could commit a crime (in this
case the murder of Leo Crowe) if the crime
itself was set in motion by the precognitive
vision. Here is my response:
The Time Loop Mystery:

There's a guy. He's in an abandoned
motel. He is wearing nothing but a towel. In
one room there is a time portal. As he
approaches the time portal to go in, a masked
man attacks him, Fighting for his life, he
kills the. man and then takes his clothes,
which are bright red and black. Lastly he
takes the mask, and in so doing realizes that
the man is himself. Horrified, he decides to
enter the time portal so he can go back and
stop himself from killing himself. He enters
the time portal, which takes him to a moment
two minutes before his other self enters the
room. As his half-naked self approaches the
portal, he jumps on him and attempts to
restrain him. Fighting for his life, his half-
naked self kills him and takes his clothes.
Time Loop.

All of this fits perfectly like the
pieces of a puzzle. Everything works in a
perfect time loop of cause and effect. Just
one question remains unanswered: Where
did the clothes come from?

In analyzing this problem we have no
choice but to simply stare at it and shake

The following timeline represents
the time period in which the portal was used:

_-- 1 1 1 1------ --
.A ...... B.....C......D ..... E.....F

A represents the first passing of the
masked-self through the time portal.

B represents the entry of the tow-
eled-self into the room.

C represents the attack and the
struggle between the two.

D represents the changing of clothes
and the realization of the horror.

E represents the formerly toweled-
self passing through the time portal as the
masked-self.

F represents all time after. There
would be: A naked dead man, a towel, and the
time portal. Anybody who might accidental-
ly stumble in on this would see a situation
where a dead naked man is laying near a time
portal with a discarded towel nearby. The
time loop is over. Time continues on as nor-
mal. The police come. They take the body to
the morgue, etc., etc.

An observer of the Time Loop would
have seen this:

An empty room except for a time
portal. A masked man comes through the
time portal and hides. A man in a towel
enters the room via the door and stares won-
deringly at the time portal. The masked man
attacks him. The toweled man kills the
masked man and takes his clothes. The man'
leaves through the time portal. The police
come, take the body to the morgue, etc.

This is a full string of time that is
uninterrupted and, to the observer's eyes,
undisturbed by any manipulation of time.
This is the basis of the Time Loop theory.
Time is something that exists, in and of
itself. It cannot be manipulated, only con-
formed to. Any attempt to manipulate time
is of itself a moment in time and therefore a
part of the timeline. P is caused by Q and Q
is caused by P.

examples I have posted is this: The man is
to John Anderton as the clothes are to the
motive.

What causes John Anderton to con-
form with the Time Loop? What is the mate-
rializing element? In the motel it was the
clothes. In John Anderton's case it was the
pre-cog vision. If Anderton has never seen
the vision, the vision would never have taken
place. If the man had never stolen the
clothes, they would never have existed.
Confusing? You bet.

This leads us to one interesting con-
clusion: The pre-cogs are flawed. The pre-
cogs -see possibilities, not certainties. The
only time they would have seen a certainty is
if they actually saw, before the murder, actu-
ally happened, the pre-crime cops coming in
and kicking a$$. But they didn't, meaning
that their boundaries of precognition were
limited only to what might happen, not what
will happen. For, if that were the case, they
would simply see the prevention of the crime
and not the crime itself.

But Agatha, the most powerful of the
three, was better than that. Although they;
for the most part, only saw possibilities,
they did see one certainty: John Anderton
murdering Leo Crowe. Thus, creating the
Time Loop of certainty. It was the only time
the pre-cogs were accurate. Six years, one
accuracy. Not a good track record, if you ask
me.

But back to Agatha. She could see the
future, but only when she was awake. When
she was travelling with Anderton she knew
exactly what was going to happen, not what
might happen. This was a major improve-
ment on her previously 0 for 2000 track
record.

Which leads us to one final conclu-
sion: The film was based on Time Loop, with
the illusion of Time Ripple as the basis of it
all. The ability to stop the crimes was real-
ly just a flaw in the pre-cogs. There was no
ripple. So there it is. I think I'm done writ-
ing now.
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Thank you Mr. Dustin Herlich for

your invitation to respond to the article that

you wrote, which was critical of the motiva-

tions and actions of USG officials (Stony

Brook Press, December 11, 2003 Vol.XXV,

Issue 6). I'm taking the liberty to assume

that your invitation extends to the other

authors who wrote critical articles about

the functioning of USG officials.

Mr. Filippazzo's Opinions Responded To

With Facts

1. Some people attempt to use the

"letter of the law" to destroy progress of

any kind. The point I was making for which

Mr. Filippazzo accuses me of disregarding

propriety was the following. I was trying to

make a good faith attempt to answer a ques-

tion concerning why we moved ahead to

make certain decisions when the govern-

.ment was not fully formed. I said that poli-

cies, procedures and constitutions are cre-

ated not only to provide structure to an

organization but are also created to assist

the organization in meeting its obligations -

in other words to fulfill its mission. An

organization can be faced with the decision

of closing down completely and not making

any effort to fulfill its obligations or to

limp along making sincere efforts to func-

tion while reconfiguring itself. The respon-

sible organization will attempt to do both.

It will attempt to meet its responsibilities

while it reconfigures itself. The decision

for the fledgling understaffed USG could

have been to close down and not provide

funding for any clubs or activities while it

made sure that every policy and procedure

was perfect and that every act of the organ-

ization was perfect before it acted. We chose

to limp along so that clubs and activities

could be funded while we attempted to

reconfigure ourselves. Therefore, the con-

text of my comment that we choose not to

allow the quest for fully functioning consti-

tutional behavior to undermine the mission

of USG to provide funding for

Clubs/Organizations and activities stands

firm. We are aware of the difficulties we are

having in forming a constitutionally sound

organization, but we want to, at the same

time, continue to facilitate the funding of

clubs and activities. My comment also came

at a time during the Senate meeting when it

was becoming quite clear that some of the

people present were beginning to play the

obstructionist game by using techinical'

arguments about parliamentary procedure

and constitutional procedure to grind the

efforts of the government to a halt and to

promote their, own agenda at the expense of

the government.

2. Mr. Filippazzo's written remarks

about SBVAC funding are simply and com-

Mr "Red
By Santo Albano,

pletely inaccurate, SBVAC is obligated to

provide USG with a yearly certified finan-

cial statement by an approved outside

accounting firm. They have not done so to

date. They have admitted recently that they

have not done certified financial statements

for the past two years. We requested a copy

of their liability insurance policy because

our insurers advised us that since we pro-

vide close to 40% of SBVAC's operating

budget, we might be liable for any unfortu-

nate malpractice on SBVAC's part. We

wanted to review their policy to see if we

needed to purchase additional insurance to

protect the funds of USG. We did not want to

encroach upon SBVAC's incorporation. We

wanted to make sure that we were protecting

USG funds from a possible major lawsuit. We

were acting responsibly not maliciously.

By the way, the last I've heard is that SBVAC

has not found a copy of its liability insur-

ance policy! Our insurance carrier is cur-

rently working with their insurer to iron

out the glitches. I'm confident that their

funding will follow soon. Finally, while it's

to their credit that SBVAC has received

accolades for its emergency response activ-

ities, emergency response activities are not

the same as corporate and financial respon-

sibilities.

3. The paperwork we generate is

remarkably not extraneous. All the paper

we generate is an effort to correct problems

of the past and to avoid future problems.

We are currently attempting to become

recertified as a government within SUNY.

Every process, every decision we make is

under scrutiny to determine whether or not

we are acting responsibly as a financial

organization. Some of the new accounting

processes are provoking the need for a new

way of functioning which, at this time, is

difficult for USG and the people we serve. It

would be nice if our critics recognized the

good faith manner in which we are attempt-

Tape" Responds
Form r USG Administ tive Director
ing to do our job. It would be niice if they

criticized our efforts without being snide,

and it would be nice if they stopped distort-

ing our motives.

4. Mr. Filippazzo'.s thinly veiled

criticism within a question was so intelli-

gent, snooty, and malicious that I couldn't

help appreciate it. I apologize if he took my

laughter as a mocking of him. It was not my

intention. I was simply laughing with him. I

saw the gleam in his eye as he asked the

snide question. He seemed to be enjoying

himself. I was enjoying myself back.

Jackie Hayes Remarks Responded To With

Facts

1. Jackie is correct that some other

clubs and agencies are having problems

with their funding. Typically, what hap-

pens is that we request financial statements

and other needed information, such as

coaches' certifications, constitutions, min-

utes, etc. Far too much time passes before

we get all or some of the paper that we need,

even though we are told that it is coming

soon. We have to do something about this

time lag. The clubs and agencies don't like

it, and we don't like it because we often

think an issue has been solved because of

the verbal promises made and then it pops

up again and doesn't go away. We are com-

mitted to finding a better way to handle this

issue.

2. Despite being told at least three

-times in the Senate meeting that the

President's Discretionary fund was always

in the prior budgets of Polity but not

labeled in the budget, Jackie persists in

calling it a new expenditure. It is not. It is

a newly labeled expenditure. We are trying

to make the budget transparent. This is a

good thing!

3. Jackie is generally correct that we

need to do a better job of making the budget

intelligible and available to everyone. Our

intent is to post it monthly on our Website.

First we need to improve the Website.

4. USG.has been waiting for months

for the media interests to form a media

council and to establish a .subcommittee

that will consider all media funding issues.

The last I heard was the media council had

its first meeting just before the semester

ended but it has not established A budget-

ary subcommittee. The media budget issues

can be addressed and all clarifications can

occur once their media budgetary committee

is up and running.

5. Jackie's last exhortation for stu-

dents to get involved and attend senate

meetings is sublime. "Participation is the

answer".

Continued on next page
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I n Continued from precedngpae,
Sam Goldman's Opinions Responded To

With Facts

1. In my hallway interview, I

expressed to Sam that a short discussion of

how to handle the ever-increasing requests

for money from ever increasing cultural

and ethnic clubs was held because despite,

the apparent large sum of money that USG

operates with, it is a finite number and we

need to find a way to maximize its effec-

tiveness. We are not experts in Asian cul-

tures, but we can recognize when a consti-

tution appears to be an exact duplicate of

another club's. In that case, we tell the

club members that USG does not fund com-

petition between groups and ask why can't

they work something out with another

group that has the same mission. Is it pos-

sible that out of our ignorance we might

confuse Asian people? Yes, of course, but I

don't believe that we have. I believe that

someone heard a snippet of a conversation

and created an erroneous issue. However,

thanks for the reminder, Sam.

ustin Herlich's Remarks Responded To

With Facts

1. I know my response will aggra-

vate a lot of people who want to live in the

past, beating dead horses and using old

issues that serve to grind the work of USG

to a halt by having Senate meetings that last

for endless hours. I know the obstruction-

ist class is out there. And, just like in the

X files, they are out to get those of us who

want to move forward. This is a case of

healthy paranoia. I know that I shouldn't

diagnose myself particularly so healthily,

but I am adverse to people who want to sim-

mer the sauce until it tastes like motor oil.

The accusations are endless. Polity was

SMr.-"Red
By Santo Albano,

disbanded illegally. The new government

was constructed illegally. The passion

behind these accusations is made like a

younger brother who wants to tattle on his

older brother. There is a here and a now.

And that here and now includes a Polity

that no longer exists. I am here now and I'm

committed to doing the work that needs to

be done to bring USG up to snuff. I don't

believe wallowing in the past serves a pur-

pose. Let's get on with the future.

2. All the fixed assets (computers,

cabinets, athletic equipment, etc.) pur-

chased with USG funds belong to USG, not to

the club that purchased them. These assets

are used and managed by the clubs and

agencies for future students of USG. The

current students are stewards of these

fixed assets when they function according

to their constitution. When they are not

functioning according to their constitution

and/or they lose their referenda and there

is a need for the equipment elsewhere, they

can be taken and reallocated by USG per-

sonnel. The idea that equipment purchased

with USG funds belongs to the Clubs is

erroneous.

3. According to State law and SUNY

Policies, State tax dollars cannot be used to

fund political organizations and expressly

religious organizations. In the past, Polity

was inconsistent in following the stated

guidelines in this area. As a consequence,

some clubs and organizations were mistak-

enly funded. We, to our credit, are trying to

establish consistency without defunding

any existing organization. Recently, the

Chancellor's task force revised its guide-

lines so those religious organizations that

seek funding for cultural, social, recre-

ational, and academic activities which can

be funded for those activities. This has

given us the leeway to fund such activities,

and, where we can, we have done so.

Ta pe" Responds
Form r USG Administ tive Director
Religious clubs and organizations that

request funds for proselytizing will not be

funded because such funding would put

SUNY, which is part of the State

Government, in the position of establishing

a state supported religion. This cannot be

done. We are not looking to take money

away from groups. We are looking to dis-

tribute money properly.

4. I love people who scream for

accountability when it's not their own hide

or the hide of a compatriot that is at stake.

Should I scream for the hide of Mr.

Filippazzo for writing a completely error

filled article? What about Mr. Herlich who

repeats the distorted "facts" of the SBVAC

case and Shelanu case? After all, shouldn't

shoddy journalism be held accountable? I

don't believe Clayton John, who has been

serving the financial needs of USG, is per-

fect. He must make mistakes. I don't know

anyone who doesn't. The vindictive attacks

on Mr. John have been unwarranted. In the

most difficult of times for USG he has

worked tirelessly to get the budgeting

process off the ground and approved. USG

and the student body have no better friend

than Clayton John.

5. Finally, it's remarkable how Mr.

Herlich expects the good faith of his read-

ers when he gives no good faith to other stu-

dents attempting to reconstitute USG."1)

All information is considered correct and

has been verified to the best of our abili-

ties at the time of printing." What does this

statement intend? Does it mean that we

should have good faith that Mr. Herlich and

his colleagues are trying their best and

should not be held accountable or criti-

cized unfairly for their errors because

they are trying their best to do a good job?

If so, why not grant the same courtesy to the

members of the undergraduate student gov-

ernment? They are surely trying their best.

SBU-TV, WUSB, The Statesman and the Stony
a LIVE program discussing the pressing issues of student life today

...... ......
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MARCH 2nd
Democratic Presidential Primary

* Manchester NH Presidential Debate Screening

Comc see the Dem-ocratic Primary Debates!

Wed. Feb 25 @ lpm-3 pm. 6 Thurs, Feb 26 @ 7pm-9 pm

@ Univcrsity Cafe (Stud•nt Union)

* Presidential Candidate Mock Debates

Don't know which party you're in?

Come find out which candidate to party with!!!

Monday. March 1st Time/Location ThBA

OGeteactt tw StuSent Union u rm 079 phone* 2.*6457
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Crap, ft's Musi! Quick, SomebodyKill It!y Joe Filippazzo
Every time I hear a guitar, I lose con- less Indian burn. Frankly, it's better this plexities in this world that even I do not

trol of my fists and pound out windmills way. I don't want to kill, but the power understand. For instance, this one time I

un.til I connect with the flesh of another's chord tells me to. Someone has to be there to went to a concert off campus about two weeks

face. You know what I'm talking about. One keep me in line, and damnit, I'll be god- ago. Some of my favorite bands played,

time, I saw a guy playing guitar so I came in damned if it's anyone but a six-foot-ten, ex- including The Reformation, On the Might Of

for a closer look. As soon as I was within cop named Country. Princes, Anterrabae, Thieves and Assassins

punching distance, I took my left shoe off To tell you the truth, I don't really and Encrypt Manuscript to name a few.

and transformed it into a gauntlet of music- care how much money is drained from the Also, it was an eight-dollar benefit show for

induced fury. I didn't just rearrange his Student Activity Fee to pay for top-notch a woman with muscular dystrophy. You

face. I re-ARRANGED his face! This other security like CSS: What is it, like $1500 per know skulls are going crack and the streets

time, I learned how to play the bass but event? Obstructionists might claim it was a are going to run red with the blood of inno-

totally flipped out and broke my own ankle.

Which brings me to my point.

Why do rock concerts incite stab-

bings and arson? Hell, if one or two campus

events didn't end in a firefight with the

cops, maybe we could actually have a good

rock concert here at Stony Brook University.

The unfortunate truth, though, is that, like

all college students, every time I hear a band

like The Get Up Kids, I will not rest until all

life within my twenty-foot, rock and roll

sphere of hatied ceases to exist after I

destroy their pulmonary systems. Which

brings me to my point.

Thank the lord, Jesus Christ, for CSS.

I fear for a world where the Concert Security

Specialists are not waiting in the wings at

every such concert to calm the otherwise

turbulent waters of death that accompany

rock music of all forms. One time I was at a

concert and the live music started playing.

Everything went red. I got the urge to give

everyone Indian burns immediately.

Luckily, one of the seven burly peacekeep-

ers from CSS removed his leather hat. As the

shadow lifted from his 37-inch neck, I

regained my senses. Everyone went home

that night with one more life lesson and one

waste but that's onl

because they're bil

ter obstructionist

It sounds like a

investment to me! I

fact, I think w

should throw th

student governmei

a few more hundre

bucks to hire US

security to fetch th

CSS fellas drinks an

s an d w i c he s

Because, after al

student safety is

the top of Ston

Brook's list of prior-

ities. Imean, how else can we ensure that I

don't rip the sleeves off my shirt and use

them for Molotov Cocktail fuses? Wait a sec-

ond! That's it! We can never allow live

music onh campus! Then we will avoid having.

to torch the mountains of student carcasses

that result every time people gather peace-

fully to listen to music!

You might be saying to yourself right

now, "Wow. This kid has it all figured out."

But no, no, no, my friend. There are com-

S5- UN CHANNaL 30t; - :Ns 'n

IF YOU~ RE. r~IM ••. C0N-1T•4 --. . - .uo
CALL US AT 2 TwflrTIo VA6- ^sAT

No. SO COME BY ORGIVt EuS A CA Lj

nts.

te show began

omptly at seven

clock, but CSS was-

t there! I panicked,

d you know how my

elids start to sweat

ien I panic. They

;re swea-ting A LOT

cause I was panick-

g A LOT! The music

)wed freely, and my

ad started moving.

p and down it

bbqd along with the

at of a hardcore

snare. Was it going to

kill? Then my foot started to tap with the

beat too. Who will put me down? Thousands

of thoughts raced through my head. Concert

Security Specialists were still not there.

They were coming though, right? The kids

that organized this show weren't sick son-

of-a-bitches, were they? After all, they

were like seniors in college at least. The

destructive potential of these lascivious

ragamuffins was so high you could wade

through it.

But lo! I enjoyed the show thorough-

ly and was only compelled to dance. CSS

didn't show up at all the entire night... and

there was not a single casualty! I know, I

know. I don't get it either. You mean to tell

me that live, music can happen in an enclosed

space with over 100 people and the only one

who goes home in a body bag... is your boring

Saturday night? I don't believe it. [Noises of

disbelief]

Luckily, we here at Stony Brook

University are safe. We will never have to

worry about the out of control, totally F-ed

4up stuff that happlnes off campus. We are

privileged indeed. Pay the Student Activity

Fee, go to a novelty fair or four, go to anoth-

er novelty fair, and enjoy the occasional

overpriced DJ. And if there ever is live

music on campus, CSS will make all right

with the world for a five-hour minimum.

Thank you Student Activity Board. Thank

you USG. Thank you Jesus. But most of all,

thank you CSS. Now that's MY Student

Activity Fee at work!
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On June 21, 2002, Kevin Hart was

sentenced 5 to 15 years in prison for two

counts of second-degree manslaughter and

one count of third-degree assault. I believe

Kevin Hart is innocent of the charges filed

against him. I believe he was given an unfair

trial in a Nassau County court. I believe the

evidence put forth in court clearly proved

that he was innocent. I believe Kevin Hart

should be released from prison.

The accident

Sunday, June 24, 2001. Two cars are

stopped, at a stoplight heading southbound on

Lawson Blvd. in Oceanside, Long Island. One

car is a Lamborghini driven by Michael

Vasapolli. His wife Karen Mauro is next to

him in the passenger seat. The other car is a

1990 Corvette driven by Kevin Hart. He has

no passenger with him. Engines rev, testos-

terone flies and they both take off when the

light turns green. The Lamborghini cuts off

the Corvette, zigzagging through traffic. The

Corvette falls back. The Lamborghini then

continues weaving his way through the traf-

fic and crosses the double yellow line. The

Lamborghini is now a southbound car travel-

ing in a northbound lane on a Sunday after-

noon. The Lamborghini collides head-on

with a Volvo driven by Glenn Jacofsky with

his wife Amy in the passenger seat. Michael

Vasapolli and Glenn Jacofsky are both killed.

Amy Jacofsky is injured. Kevin Hart pulled

his car off the road to avoid the accident. He

was stopped, 50 feet behind the accident.

The trial

Kevin Hart went to trial the following

June. He was tried on two counts of second

degree manslaughter for the deaths of Glenn

Jacofsky and Michael Vasapolli and a third

degree assault charge for injuries to Amy

Jacofsky.

My first qualm is with the jury of the

trial and the media's influence on this case.

This accident happened right around the

time that the movie "The Fast and the

Furious" was released into theatres. There

were already articles all over the papers

about drag racing being a recent problem

among young men with nothing better to do

than prove their masculinity through a car.

These articles helped to promote a stereotype

of the individuals who practice this sort of

activity. That part really isn't the problem.

The jurors should be able to have any mind-

set they want going into a trial, but should be

able to weigh the evidence presented and

make a sound decision based on that evi-

dence. My problem is, however, that these

jurors apparently weren't able to do that and

the fact that they weren't sequestered during

the week-long trial only worsened the prob-

lem because they were able to read every

article written about this trial along with

reports of other apparent drag racing acci-

dents. 'News stories are never completely

objective and these certainly weren't either.

The picture of Hart in one newspaper made.

him out to be a monster. In another one, the

reporter decided to bring up the point of
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driving records, meanwhile he only referred

to Hart's and neglected discussing

Vasapolli's record, which was comparatively

worse. So, in short, the jury should have been

sequestered to ensure an untainted opinion

of the case.

My next problem is with the trial itself.

The prosecution argued that Kevin Hart was

an accessory to these deaths. This claim

assumes that there is a principal involved.

who "engages in conduct which constitutes an

offense." The accessory is then "criminally

liable for such conduct when, acting with the

mental culpability required for the commis-

sion thereof, he solicits, requests, com-

mands, importunes or intentionally aids

such person to engage in such conduct." This

would mean that Hart's actions would have to

directly influence the actions of Vasapolli,

therefore aiding Vasapolli in the deaths of

himself and Jacofsky. In order for Hart to be

found guilty of this, the prosecution had to

prove that he was drag racing at the precise

time of the accident.

So, the prosecution called to the
stand a Mr. Louis Howarth, whose job was to

analyze and explain scientific data to recon-

struct the accident to the jury. From his

analysis of skid marks left by the braking of

Hart's Corvette, Howarth was able to conclude

that he had to be going at least 40 MPH to

have left the marks that he did. That is to

say, from the beginning of the skid marks to

the end of .the skid marks, the Corvette

slowed down 40 MPH. He couldn't determine

what speed Hart was doing prior to that,

whether it was 90 MPH or 43 MPH, but, sim-

ply to produce the braking marks on the road

that he did, he had to have been going 40

. I.: · ;· ·

ave been quickly turned
ff by the prosecution's

:ey witnesses. The two

vitnesses were both

>olice officers. Michael

Vu is an officer that was

mne of the first on the

cene, and James Carridi

s an off-duty officer that

ust .happened to be driv-

ng by when the accideht

iappened. The two testi-

nonies given by these

)fficers are so contradic-
L ru tL% 'Jnn L .'thiJ ' thnt

MPH.

At this point there's not enough

information to determine if Hart was drag

racing at the time of the accident. All we

know so far is that, he was doing at least the

speed limit before he pulled his car off the

road and stopped. So, logically, the next

thing to do is to question the people that

actually saw the accident happen.

Prosecution witness Lynn Helmseadt

testified to seeing the Lamborghini cut off

the Corvette. Karen Mauro, Michael

Vasapolli's wife and passenger, also testified

to the Lamborghini cutting in front of the

Corvette. These two statements show that the

Lamborghini had passed the Corvette and was

now in front of it. This point is essential to

LoI1 y L J U I Ir o e Ca VL ,1 e aL.

they should not only be thrown out, but also

ripped up and spit on. No conclusions can be

drawn from them at all, so they should have

been stricken from -the record completely.

Officet Wu claimed that Hart gave him a

statement 2-3 minutes after he arrived. Wu

testified that he was alone with Hart when

Hart said, "He [Vasapolli] was drag racing,

that he was going about 85 miles per hour."

Then later, Wu contradicted himself when he

said Hart stated, "We were drag racing, that

we were going about 85 miles per hour."

That's a huge discrepancy. That alteration

changes the entire statement. Officer

Carridi then testifies to being present when

this alleged statement was taken after

·- .-i · · ·- -

Free Kevin Hart
By Jessica Worthington

establishing the positions of the cars. Once
we find out that the Lamborghini was in front

of the Corvette, and not alongside it, we are

able to question the prosecution's claim thait

Hart "forced" Vasapolli into oncoming traf-

fic. When you then add in the statements

made by the two other drivers that the

Lamborghini tried to pass in which they said

that at no time did they see the Corvette in

their mirrors, you can discredit the prosecu-

tion's claim altogether. Kevin Hart was not

near enough to the spot of the accident to

even be seen by the drivers present. It is not

until defense witness Altaf Masalawala testi-

fies that the Corvette was 50 feet behind the

accident that we learn exactly how unin-

volved Hart was.

As argued in the appeal, this evi-

dence proves that Hart cannot be an accesso-

ry to Vasapolli's death because that would

imply that Vasapolli was the principal in his

own manslaughter, which, by" definition,

can't happen. So that charge should be dis-

missed. It also proves that Hart could not

have been the principal in the death of Glenn

Jacofsky or injuries to Amy Jacofsky because

his car did not physically make contact with

their car. Furthermore, he cannot be consid-

ered an accessory in this circumstance

either, because, according to the evidence, he

had ceased drag racing at the point in time

when the accident occurred. Michael

Vasapolli chose, on his own accord, to reck-

lessly steer his car into oncoming traffic,

resulting in his own death, as well as the

death of Glenn Jacofsky.

That evidence seems pretty cut and

dry, but if a juror still felt the prosecution
might still be on to something, they should

h



Officer Wu just said that he and Hart were

alone. Either they both were there or not.

One can usually recall who is around when

something like this happens. His recollec-

tion of the timing of events also challenges

what Officer Wu stated because, according to

Officer Carridi, Hart's statement was made

much later than when Officer Wu said it was.

Even so, all this talk of the statement to begin

with is questionable because Hart claims

that he never made a statement, he was never

shown the statement in writing which he is

then supposed to sign, and it's not document-

ed anywhere in the police report that Officer

Wu submitted. Any jury member that hears

two testimonies that are supposed to claim

the same thing but are extremely contradic-

tory toward one another and have no solid

documentation supporting either one, should

disregard the entire testimony and raise an

eyebrow to the quality of police officers they

are dealing with.

Finally, we come to the verdict. Somehow,

after all this evidence and all these discrep-

(with strong apologies to H.P. Lovecraft)

As I scaled the rise, a forlorn wind

swept over me. Perhaps it was a warning.

The townsfolk had cautioned me to stay clear

of this place -- a place they had shunned for

so long, not one of them could describe it in

any great detail. Thus the reason I lay here

prone, exhausted from the climb, and in fear

of my very existence. I needed to find out for

myself.

My eyes were instantly rewarded.

Across a short expanse sprawled the indus-

trial conglomeration of the Stony Brook

University sewage plant, consisting of three

processing pools open to the elements,

steaming their putrescence into the winter

air. And floating in one of the pools, in mul-

titude no less . . . dear God! My eyes cannot

behold such a blasphemy of nature! The

knowledge sears my brain to the core!

Back at Miskatonic University, cer-

tain students whispered of a strange, recur-

ring phenomena in an isolated part of the

grounds of a large campus on Long Island. In

the beginning, I scoffed, as did their peers.

There was talk of drug usage, or the more

usual alcohol inebriation so common on cam-

puses these days, causing such a horrific

hallucination. At the Institute of Biology, all

in authority shook their heads. Impossible,

they surmised.

Then, the photograph arrived at

Miskatonic, submitted to that very depart-

ment by an unknown hand. Grainy, shadowy,

indistinct - but revealing just enough to send

the halls of learning in this sleepy New

England valley into an instant furor.

Suddenly, it seemed, every student and pro-

fessor wanted to know the truth. And to this

day, why all heads turned to me, I will never

ancies, the jury deliberated for a mere two

hours and found Kevin Hart guilty of two

counts of manslaughter in the second degree

and one count of third degree assault. If that

wasn't enough of a slap in the face, he was

then given the harshest sentence ever deliv-

ered to a defendant in a New York drag racing

case. He received the maximum of 5-15

years. No other person had been sentenced to

more than three years of prison.

How could the jury have reached this

decision? Were they that easily convinced
by prosecuting assistant district attorney

Frank Schroeder's closing statements when

he said, "inconsistent testimony is the hall-

mark of truth?" Were they impressed with

the idea of setting a precedent for all other

drag racing trials in the future to be judged

by? I have no idea...

This was a horrible event to have happened.

The Jacofsky family has had to deal with the

most unfair ordeal out of everyone. Their

loved one was taken away at-the hands of

another. I can't even imagine the pain they've

had to deal with since this happened. I can

completely comprehend. I was young, had

tucked away several daring scientific

exploits of my own, and possessed, in a

curseful way, an amount of free time none of

my fellows could seem to find. In short, I was

"it." I packed an overnight bag and booked

passage to Long Islan

the following day.

The rising su

cast its revealing ligh

over me and the land

trespassed on. As

watched, parting mist

flowing insidiousl

above the black, stag

nant water of tho

hideous pool brougi

the denizens of suc

an inhospitable plac

into full view. The

moved with such a

innocent grace acros

the surface of thei

circular tank of slim<

I scoured my scientil

ic mind for the form

name of their kinc

knowing full well
their mere presence, their simple contact

with such a liquid should encourage their

instant demise. But my eyes beheld the
impossible opposite. These creatures, four

in number, navigated through the evil cur-

rents of their newly-found pool with a thor-

oughly misplaced sense of joy.

That they were ducks, I now knew for

certain. Wild mallards, flocking into a pond-

ful of man-made sewage like it was some

pristine forest lake. I knew they were

doomed. I knew what horrendous toxins and

poisons and caustic chemical combinations

t suddenly I knew

soul-searing

th. What had Ijust

n? I cried out in

er, naked horror -

ried out for so long

hought the towns-

>ple would come

ging up the hill to

cue me, until I

lized they must

eady know, and

s is the very reason

y never dared

?roach the dreaded

ce I had embarked

m New England to

ese could not be

linary ducks. They

re now things the
gs oture IIIUSL

goas oi nature must-
shun, feathered monsters forever trans-

formed by the terrible compounds that

coursed through their systems as if it formed

their own blood.

And even as I stared transfixed, bit-

ing my hand to rescue some last vestige of my

sanity, a second member of this deranged

flock performed an

all-too-familiar maneuver of its kind that

forever branded it a species apart from every

good and wholesome animal that God put on

this green earth.

The poor bird dunked.
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Free Kevin Hart
By Jessica Worthington

understand that they want some closure for

their ordeal and want justice to be served.

But the person responsible, died that same

day.

Kevin Hart cannot be held accountable for the

actions of another. He had no way of control-

ling Vasapolli's car to slow him down, or

keep him in his own lane. Kevin Hart could

only control his own actions. He realized

that what he was doing was stupid, so he

stopped. End of story. After that, he had no

say i.n what anyone else chose to do.

You can read more about this case at

www.kevinhart.org. More questions are

raised about the trial proceedings, witness-

es, and the laws themselves. You can write a

letter stating any opinion you want about the

case. I just urge you all to think about it. In

a time when so many authority figures are

tied to some sort of corrupt behavior, we

should be the ones questioning their deci-

sions and keeping them in check. Read the

facts, weigh the evidence and, as always,

think for yourself.

The Duck Pool
By Robby Barkam

and stinking human residues collected under

their gently paddling feet. I could only stare

at them in helpless compassion, awaiting the

spasms and tortured wails of anguish that

would precede their painful, eventual

demise.



When RINO's Attack - Fiscal Treason and

Sedition

Recently, the American right has

been splintering due to two reasons. The

first reason is that they no longer have a

real opposition that could unite them in a

common cause. The second reason is that

their energy has been sapped by the same

type of infiltration and compromise that

ruined the initiative of the American left

(FYI - the allegedly bought DNC leader-

ship doesn't count as real opposition).

Gifted with a non-statist ideology,

the gains of the American right are signif-

icant in the electoral, judicial, and media

arenas. However, without a real opposi-

tion to unify it, the American right has

been splintering into factions of true

believers and RINOs (Right In Name Only).

No less a conservative than Pat Buchanan

has stated that the RINOs are "interven-

tionists, globalists... [and] fiscally irre-

sponsible (www.acu.org)." Empirical data

from The Club for Growth shows that fed-

eral spending, deficits, and fiscal irre-

sponsibility grow equally well or better

under a Republican congress as under a

Democratic one. They even have a RINO

watch, a "who's who" list of quislings to

the right (www.clubforgrowth.org). And of

so-called non-activist appointments to the
federal judiciary, even conservative

activist Anne Coulter says "Ours go bad,

and theirs hnever do... Mr. Buchanan is not

alone in his views." Citizens Against

Government Waste, the Club for Growth

and National Taxpayers Union also joined

yesterday's conservative protest of exces-

sive . spending

(h t tp: /w w w.was h time s. c o m / n ation-,

a 1/2 0 0 4 01 l 5 - 1`244 7 -97 5 8 r. h tm ).

Apparently, fiscal responsibility isn't on

the RINO's agenda.

When RINOs Attack - The Fifth Column

Recently RINOs have proven that

they are as reluctant as so-called liberals

to properly train and equip our armed

forces or to crackdown on corruption that

saps the strength and morale of the forces

we have (www. military corruption .com,

Soldiers for the Truth, www.sftt.org,

www.hackworth.com). Likewise, the RINOs

are as reluctant as the so-called liberals

to make the painful reforms in the federal

apparatus needed to ensure real security.

As evidence thereof, apparati specifically

committed to finding terrorists has been

sidetracked and "mission-creeped" into

tracking Texas state lawmakers, common

criminals and, allegedly, anyone who

engages in lawful dissent

(www.chron.com/c-s/CDA/ssistory.mpl/sp

ecial/03/legislature/1911853). RINOs

are as good as any so-called liberal at get-

ting the companies you buy from to break

their privacy agreements to spy on you for

the government, thus doing an end-run

around Fourth Amendment protections

against unreasonable searches and
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seizures. The resulting law

mean that the privacy polici

rewritten, and legal settlement

write-off anyway (JetBlue, Nort

U.S. Data on Passengers, By Sar

Goo, Washington Post Staf

Similarly, Adobe, Google, and

puter firms have openly or cl
taken on the role of governmen

excess of the requirements

( w w w .a n tice n s o r wa

http://sethf.com/anticensorw

al/google-cenrsorship.php, Adc

slip anticounterfeiting code

January 9, 2004, 5:43 PM PST,
Lemos, Staff Writer, CNET Nev

the RINOs were really dedicate(
al defense, then all of the tro

would have the latest body ar•

container cargo in US ports

scanned. In fact, RINOs see "f

rorism" as a shibboleth conv

expanding the power of the sta

the same time distracting th

apparatus from needed reforms

ing on the activities of law at

zens rather than rouges. A fifthi

seditionists could do little mo

national security than the RINC

When RINOs Attack- Orwell is

Recently RINOs have 1

they are as gleeful to expand th

the state as any communist ever
bookstore purchases, libra- r

Internet habits, and even gr

chase records are subject to

warrant-less RINO

(http://www.villagevoice.com/

9/hentoff.php, Robyn

NewsFactor Network, Novembe

Silicon Spooks: Government Sp

Internet, By Shawn Ewald).

isn't the problem for the non-

(and the left too). What they

the lack of a judge's oversight o

utive branch and the comple

eventual notification of a sear

evidence of unlawful behavior

comes to light even decades l

appears to have already gotten

as even churches are being

(www.churchcentral.com/nw/s

template/Article.html). Appa

concepts of limited governmei

mental accountability, and sel

powers are thought crimes in

world.

When RINOs Attack - No Free I

The RINOs are bigge

than Lyndon Johnson, only the

corporate welfare not social wel

proof? The recently passed Me

"benefit" is the single largest

of entitlements since the 196(

the bill was coming to a vote, a

House members were symp

amendments allowing drug im

Canada and empowering the fe

eventually none is even' rejected by immigrant advo-

ater. This cates (http://www.prospect.org/we-bfea-

out of hand tures/2004/01/echaveste-m-01-08.html).

monitored Seriously conservative radio host

/id/17985/ Michael Savage has asked whether

rently, the President Bush should be impeached in

it, govern- order to save his presidency (you can't

paration of make this up). "Recently on my radio pro-

the RINO gram, I challenged my audience by asking

whether President Bush should be
impeached. My purpose is to save the

Market Bush Presidency. I am desperately trying

to awaken this good man, our President, to

r spenders his Advisors who are misleading him on

y spend on the immigration issue. My hope in raising

fare. Need this incendiary question is to shock the

dicare drug Republican Leadership into an awareness

expansion of the incredible lack of support they have

)'s. When on this

majority of (http://www.homestead.com/prosites-

athetic to prs/SAVEPRESIDENCY.html)."

ports from
xderal gov- IContinuied on following page

- I - -

When RINOs Attack!
By Greg Lubicih

'suits only ernment to negotiate wholesale drug
es will be p r i c e s
:s are a tax (http://www.prospect.org/print/V15/2/k

hwest Gave uttner-r.html). However, the RINOs pre-
a Kehaulani vented drug companies from facing a free

f Writer). market in drugs. SBU graduates face
other com- international competition for jobs.
andestinely Capital and all other goods move freely
it censor in from Canada. Apparently, RINOs are
of US law quislings to the free market and the con-
re . c o m , sumer is a slave when they exempt drug

are/gener- making campaign contributors from the

)be, others realities of economics (http://www.con-

into apps, servative.org/pressroom/030821.asp,

By Robert http://www.conservative.org/press-

vs.com). If room/031021.asp, http://www.conserva-

d to nation- tive . org/pressroom/0 3 11 14 .a s p,
ops in Iraq http://www.conservative.org/press-

mor and all room/031223.asp).

would be

ighting ter- When RINO's Attack - The Last Straw

lenient for

ite while at The last straw that seems to have

ie security broken the conservative ranks is immigra-

by focus- tion reform. The RINOs want to reward 10
)iding citi- million lawbreakers with citizenship. The

column of RINOs keep 1 million or more non-violent

ýre harm to drug offenders imprisoned at consider-

)s have. able expense while seeking to reward 10
million lawbreakers who are already over

Here represented in the violent crime commu-

nity

proven that ( h t t p : / / w w w . c i t y -

e powers of journal.org/html/14_l_the illegal:alien.

was. Your h t m 1

y lending, http://www.wnd.com/news/article.asp?AR

ocery pur- TICLEID=36652). This is just the sort of
sometimes internal consistency that revealed the

searches ideological failures of the left.

tissues/020 Part of the proposal for immigra-

Weisman, tion "reform" is that "temporary" foreign

Sr 2, 2001; workers will receive the Social Security

ying on the benefits they paid as a financial incentive

The search to return to" their home countries. That

RINO right was tried in the .1940s and 50's under a

object to is program called "Bracero." The lawsuits

f the exec- are still pending for the millions of dol-

te lack of lars that are owed to those workers. The

ch when no idea that half-citizenship is better than
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When RINO's Attack - Sedition Prediciton

Newsmax.com, a right wing news

web service, on Friday, November 21,

2003, published an account of an inter-

view given by General Tommy Franks to

Cigar Aficionado magazine. "General

Tommy Franks, who successfully led the

U.S. military operation to liberate Iraq...

retired from U.S Central Command, known

in Pentagon lingo as CentCom, in August

2003, after serving nearly four decades in

the Army. Franks earned three Purple

Hearts for combat wounds and three

Bronze Stars for valor. Known as a 'sol-

dier's general,' Franks made his mark as a

top commander during the U.S.'s success-
ful Operation Desert Storm, which liberat-

ed Kuwait in 1991. He was in charge of

CentCom when Osama bin Laden?s al-

Qaeda attacked the United States on Sept.

11." A more credible source would be

hard to find. In this. interview, tGeneral

Franks suggested that a terrorist attack

prior to the 2004 elections would likely

result in suspending, or not-so-slowly

replacing, the American Constitution with
a military government (http://www.news-

max com /archives / ar t i-

cles/2003/1 1/20/185048.shtml). The

New York Times so-called conservative

columnist, William Safire, has well-known

connections to the centers of power in
Washington and the White House. On

December 31, 2003, Mr. William Safire

b•andly .predicted that the "October sur-

prise" affetcting- our 2004 election wil be

"a major terror attack in the US."

On November 23, 2003, an article

titled "Mission Creep Hits Home,
American armed forces are assuming

major new domestic policing and surveil-

lance roles" was written by William

Arkin, a well-connected military analyst

for the Los Angeles Times. He detailed

how the US military is "already working

under the far-reaching authority that goes

with 'extraordinary operations'" includ-

ing assigning military special agents FBI

n RINOs Attack!
By Greg Lubicich

field offices, iand the. first ,exception in
over 100 years to the Posse Comitatus Law

(which bars the US military from assum-
ing domestic police functions). Mr. Arkin

concludes, "'outside the view of most, of
the, public, the government is daily

expanding military operations into areas

of local government and law enforcement

that historically have been off-limits.

And it doesn't s.eem far-fetched to imagine
that those charged with assembling

'actionable intelligence' will slowly start
combining databases, of known terrorists
with seemingly innocuous lists of contrib-

utors to charities or causes, that member-
ship lists for activist organizations will

be folded in, that names and personal data
of anti-globalization protesters will be
run through the 'data mine.'" Do Mr.
Arkin, Mr. Safire, and General Tommy,

Franks know something you don't about
when RINOs attack?

In the Senate Judiciary Committee

in .2001, ,an administration official

denounced those "who scare peace-loving

people with phantoms of lost liberty....

Your tactics only aid terrorists, for they

erode our national unity and diminish our
resolve. They give ammunition to

America's enemies (http://www.vil-
lagevoice.com/issues/02261hentoff. php)."

Was he talking about so-called conserva-

tive columnist William S afire? Or conser-

vative talk show host Michael Savage? Or

General Tommy Franks - the man

President Bush depended on to win

Operation Desert Storm?
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Interview with Mark Waid
. .. .---.......---... ... .-"By Adam Schlagman

Q) You've been the writer on X-Men, Flash,

JLA, Captain America, Superman, Fantastic

Four, Empire, as well as many others. What

you might be the most famous for, though, is

Kingdom Come and of course that short stint

at Archie Comics. What was your favorite

book to do?

A) For a long time, it was Flash because it

was very personal work, but now I'd have to

say it's SUPERMAN: BIRTHRIGHT. I'm having

the best time, and I think issues four and five

are my favorite things I've ever written.

Q) Your run on Fantastic Four is superb. The

book is better then it has been in many years.

I love the cliffhanger at the end of every

issue, that's how comics should be written.

Got anymore upcoming surprises or villains

for us? We're still in shock over Doom scar-

ring Reed's face in issue #500.

A) Believe me, it's all ABOUT surprises--

though we've not yet figured out who to 'make

over' next now that we did Doom, we've got

our eyes on the Frightful Four. Keep watch-

ing . ..

Q) You and Joe Quesada had a little disagree-

ment at some point with Fantastic Four.

What was that all about and what happened

because of it?

A) To be fair, it wasn't really Joe, it was his

boss who didn't like what we were doing cre-

atively. I told them it was their sandbox and

that if they didn't like my work or if I wasn't

giving them what they wanted, they should

let me go, no harm, no foul, just business--

and they did. After the public outcry, how-

ever, they asked me to return, and because I

love the characters and the editor, I said yes.

No regrets.

Q) Your creator owned series Empire is fab-

ulous. Do you have any other original ideas

for series that might see print shortly?

A) Nothing that'll see print in 2004, likely-

-most of my 'new' ideas are at the moment in

the hands of various Hollywood types. But I

do have a pet project or two I'd like to get off

the ground for 2005.

Q) If you could work with any artist at all,

who would it be?

A) That I've NOT worked with? John Romita,

Sr., hands down my favorite living comic book

artist.

Q) You are on the Countdown to Wednesday

DVD giving out advice on how to break into

the comic business. Do you have any more

advice to give and what's the best way to get

an internship?

A) I'm afraid I'm all wrung out of advice

after that; I have no more insight. But as far

as internships go, I'd suggest contacting the

personnel departments of comics companies

or visiting their websites to see if they have

any information. Good luck!

Q) What exactly is the job of an editor? You

were an editor at DC Comics for a few years.

Did you learn a lot from that experience?

A) I learned a tremendous amount just by

osmosis, because I got to work with every

major writer at IDC save Alan Moore and

Frank Miller. I learned a great deal about

craft, about the importance of keeping things

brief and making the best of the limited

space 22 pages allows you, and most of all I

learned a lesson that will keep me in line as

a freelancer--that editors aren't evil people

just because they expect you to meet your

deadlines!

Q) How long does it take you to finish a script

and what's the most script's you've ever writ-

ten in a month?

A) Normally these days, it takes me a little

over a week to do a script-I've slowed down

somewhat for a variety of reasons, since at

one time I was averaging a book a week. I

think the most I've -done in one month was

probably the equivalent of seven or so

comics, the month of the KINGDOM event.

Q) What do you consider to be the greatest
thing that you have ever read?

A) Wow. There's only EVERYTHING to choose

from. Probably "To Kill A Mockingbird."

Q) What is the most embarrassing thing that
has ever happened to you?

A) Wow. There's only EVERYTHING to choose

from. Probably the time a friend and I were

cutting up at another friend's wedding

reception. The video photographer was get-

ting quotes from everyone there about the

couple, and when we saw him approach the

bride, we stepped in to joke around for a sec-

ond as if she were coming out of court--put-

ting our hands up to the camera, saying "No

photographs," escorting her out--all of

which, I promise you, was much funnier if

you were there. Or if you weren't the bride,

who went NUCLEAR on me and started

SCREAMING at me in the middle of the recep-

tion floor in front of hundreds of her friends

and relatives. Poor girl apologized later, but

man, I just wanted to DIE.

Q) Do you have any upcoming projects that

you'd like to promote or something that

someone else is doing you think people

should read?

A) Yeah: ROSE AND THORN by writer Gail

Simone. It's 2004's best mini-series!

Q) You've worked on Batman, Superman vs.
Predator, and currently Daredevil, which by

the way is the 2003 Eisner for best ongoing

series. How does that make you feel? A lit-

tle cocky I bet, but a well deserved cocky.

A) Not at all. If you only knew the story

around my acceptance of the award you would

understand my take ori the issue .... I am hon-

ored of course and grateful to the wonderful

team of people I belohg to. But our work is

more gratifying than any award.

Q) What is it like working with Brian Michael

Bendis, the writer of Daredevil? Is it tough

working with someone that writes four or five

books a month?

A) It makes no difference how much he writes

and what he does. The scripts I get from him

are always top quality. I don't know how he
does it and I don't try to figure it out any-

more, sometime
smiles mysteri
would think he's

Q) Whose your
to draw and you
ter to draw?
A) My favorite
his suit on as
clothes. The on
than his fists. 7
Sundance festiva
action hero awa

Interview with Alex Maleev
By Adam Schlagman

s I ask him though and he Q) What did you do for New Years? I hope you

)usly. If I didn't know, I didn't get too drunk, those hangovers are

on something... killers.

A) I slept through. 9.30pm in

favorite character in general Netherlands....Not a big fan of New Year's Eve

ir favorite Daredevil charac- at all. I hate parties where people force them-

selves to have a good time only because they

character is the one that puts have to. I also abhor Valentine's Day. That's
often as he wears street plain stupid if you ask me. Best parties hap-

e who uses his brain more pen when they're not planned ahead. Plus,

'he one who would win the the older I get the more sensitive my ears-

il as opposed to the MTV best become to screaming. And New Years Eve is a

rd. stage on which insanity performs at the top

of its lungs. I prefer my earplugs.

Q) If you could work on any title at all what
would it be and who would you want to be the
writer?
A) I'm spoiled now, product of Brian's mas-
terworks. I'm staying with him.

Q) Valentine's Day is the Devil!!! Is there an

artist that you tend to draw like that was

your role model?

A) I would like to be the artist who can draw
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I Continued from preceding page I
inspiration from everything and all the time.

Role models are not welcome at my work-

place. I do worship some names, but don't

dare to mimic them. I get tired and bored

sometimes, my head wanders off....

Q) Who do you want to win the Superbowl?

A) I don't give a rat's ass. Ask me about foot-.

ball, then we'll talk. Oh, I forgot, you have a

made up name for it, cause here the name

football is taken by a game that has only one

kick in it.

Q) What is your most cherished piece of art

that you have ever created (I hope it's not

that nude picture of yourself, yea I heard all

about it.)?
A) It has to be one of my etchings.

Q) What is the most embarrassing thing that

has ever happened to you?

A) Man, I got plenty. I am a magnet for blun-

ders. I do get away with it by saying that I'm

not from around here.. .

Q) Do you have
attempting to hi

A) Play the oI

comics. But kno

Q) Since you'
Daredevil, who

you think w(

win in a fight?

A) The one who

more chicks.

Q) As you dra%
there a special

of music (don'

country don't

country) or so

thing on TV (d

be anything
UPN) you like

watch as you do

A) Jazz and elec

Interview with Alex MaleevBy Adam Schlagman
rently working on or might be working on in

any advice for artists that are the future that we should be looking forward

t it big in comics? too?

)tto. If you feel lucky, try A) DD gives me enough time to enjoy myfree-
w your anatomy. dom. I like traveling, I do it in my spare time

and don't kill myself with work anymore. It's

ve worked on Batman and not worth it, there's a huge world beyond

do comics waiting to be

oulc

gets

w i,
type

t be

be
)me-

lon'l

o0

plored.

Do you have a web-

te so that we can

trchase your master-

1 artwork and is

ere anything that

u would like to pro-

)te?

Been working on it

r years. I guess if I

n't have a deadline I

e to tend to procrastinate.

so? Promoting? Not really. Promotions? I'll take

ctronic. a business class to New Zealand:)

Q) Are there any more projects you are cur-

Interview with Fabian Nicienza
By Adam Schlagman

Q) You've writtenS Spider-Man, X-Force, Buffy

The VTampire Slayer, Thunderbolts, and even

X- Men including Xo-Men- #25, where you got to

remove Wolverine's adamantium. Now you're

working on Hawkeye, Cable/DeadpooT, and

Avengers/Thunderbolts. Who's your favorite.

character to write and who would you most

like to write?

A) I don't have a single favorite to write,

since I enjoy them most at the time I'm actu-

ally writing them. Certainly, in hindsight,

I'd say I especially enjoyed the New

Warriors, Nomad, some members of X-Force,

Cable, Deadpool, Turok and the TBolts. As

for who I would like to write the most? It's a

long list, but at the top would be Superman,

Nightwing, Atom, Hawkman, Captain America

and Dr. Strange.

Q) The new Hawkeye series is very good.

What can we expect to see in the second story

arc?

A) A murder mystery that escalates into an

international incident. The return of an old

friend and a new foe. More action, but with-

out skimping on the sarcasm. ;-)

Q) How did you first get started as a comic

book writer? Is this what you've always

wanted to be?

A) I got a staff job at Marvel a few years out

of college and just tried to learn the ropes

from the inside- while I did my daily job. I got

lucky, sold some stories that impressed var-

ious editors enough for them to continue giv-

ing me work, and went from there. I've always

wanted to be a writer, but coming out of col-

lege, I had very realistic expectations about

my chances of ever earning a living as one,

much less a comics writer. Pretty damned

lucky, I think.

Q) What's it like collaborating with another

writer? You and Kurt Busiek, the writer of

JLA/Avengers are teaming up to do a 6-issue

Avengers/Thunderbolts mini-series. What

can we expect to see happening in that?

A) It's more difficult in a lot of ways than

writing on your own, but it also has advan-

tages. Having a sounding board helps us flesh

out ideas, improve on each others' ideas and

shoot down impulses or ideas that individu-

ally we might have developed to the detri-

ment of the story.

Q) I, for one, love Deadpool and can't wait to

pick up your new Cable/Deadpool series.

What can we expect from that? Will Deadpool

still be running his mouth off?

A) You can expect action, adventure, humor

and -- surprise -- some social commentary.

You can also expect DEADPOOL to be his

usual sarcastic, bitter, rude, lonely shell of

a man -- and you can expect CABLE to dis-

play heretofore rarely seen dry wit... :-)

Q) If you could go anywhere in the world,

where would you go?

A) Tough one. Egypt -- as long as I could be

guaranteed safety for my family! Greece or

Rome, too.

Q) Anymore projects you have planned for

the future?

A) Working on a short film we hope to debut

on the internet in March. That's been taking

up as lot of my time over the last few months.

Q) Is there a title for the film and will it be

available to everyone on the Internet?

A) The film should be available on the

Internet on a host site with -- I hope -- sev-

eral links on comic book related sites. It's

tentatively titled "Red Wind," but that might

change.

Q) How long does each script take you to

write?

A) It varies. Full script takes longer than

plot only. Team books take longer than solo.

books. Enthusiasm and excitement speeds up

the work compared to disinterest and

despair. Just like writing for school papers!

Q) Do you have any advice for aspiring comic

book writers?

A) Get a degree that gets you a job in a field

that lets you write. Then once you have some

measure of security, give comics writing a

try. Don't pin all your hopes on making a liv-

ing as a writer, much less a comics writer.

That's a road paved to Unhappyville.

Q) What's your most embarrassing moment?

A) Why would I want to share that with the

world?

Q) Got anything you want to promote or rec-

ommend or any final comments?

A) Buy the comics I write. Now! That's all.
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Q) Y-The Last Man is "The Best Book of 2003"

according to Wizard Magazine. And why

wouldn't it be; it's superbly drawn and writ-

ten, you can't not pick it up. I mean I have all

the actual issues and the trade paperbacks.

So how's it feel knowing your book is numero

uno?

A) Well the flattery is nice.

Q) A congratulations is also in order because

Y-The Last Man was just optioned by New

Line Films and there's a script currently

being worked on. Do you think you'll be

involved some way in the movie?

A) Someone still has to draw the book, but I

guess I could take some time off to work the

craft services table.

Q) If you could do the casting, who would you

cast as the main characters?

A) How about Rosie O'Donnel as 355?

Q) What's it like working with Brian K.

Vaughan, the writer of Y-The Last Man?

A) A wonderful experience. He's a great

writer.

Interview with Pia Guerra
By Adam Schlagman

when I was 17. Made me think ten years liv-

Q) Are you ever like, "Brian, that's not how

women would act."? I mean you're a woman

and you have Brian over there writing about

tons and tons of women and only one male.

A) I'm a woman? Oh my god! I am! What am

I doing drawing comics?!

Q) I hear that Brian gave you gold handcuffs

for Christmas. Is there a special story

behind that?

A) Yorick is an escape artist. Brian is a

sweet guy. Natch.

Q) Did you get him anything for Christmas?

A) Yeah I did, but I don't know if he's gotten

it yet so shhh, don't tell anyone!

Q) What's your favorite piece of artwork that

you have ever created?

A) In kindergarten I made a paper and pipe

cleaner tulip for my mom that I'm pretty

darn proud of. It was pink!

Q) How did you get started in the business?

A) It must've been that hit on the head I took

ing in poverty trying to convince editors I

was a capable artist was a good idea.

Q) It's extremely tough out there. There are

tons and tons of artists attempting to get

"discovered." What's your advice for aspir-

ing artists?

A) A good hit to the head for starters...

Q) Your boyfriend is a writer. Any chance of

you two collaborating on something together

in the near future?

A) Sure, but only after a trip to the pharma-

cy first.

Q) What's your dream project to work on?

A) Something with a chorus line. I'm seeing

lots of toulle with jaquard accents.

Q) Any last words, regrets, self promotion, a

website where you sell stuff maybe *hint

hint*?

A) www.hellkitty.com If you're looking for

an underwhelming experience, there's no

better place on the net!

USG, whether it likes it or not, is in

symbiosis with the clubs and organizations

of Stony Brook University. Without USG, the

Student Activity Fee - the lifeblood of cam-

pus life - could not be properly distrib-

uted. Without the clubs and organizations,

there would be no need for USG, or the

Student Activity Fee. USG, however, seems

to fail to recognize this, and it shows most-

ly from the communication, or lack thereof,

that they have displayed towards the mem-

ber clubs and organizations.
Instead of consulting clubs and organiza-

tions when making - or even considering -

any sort of change, USG seems to prefer

working by decree. The whole recent

brouhaha with the Asian clubs and organi-

zations could easily have been avoided had

anyone in USG taken five minutes out of

their busy schedule to discuss any plans

for consolidating the Asian student organi-

zations. Instead, USG looked the other way:,

as the Asian clubs seethed.

Or how about the Stony Brook Press'

own mess? We had to wait a full month to be-

told our budget had been cut, and it was

only in mid-October that we learned of any

plans to form a media committee, and to get

that information, we had to march to the

second floor of the SAC ourselves. Would

anyone have told us what was going on if we

didn't take the initiative? We would have

found out we had nio money when we had runý

out of it. A phone call or email - not to an

advisor, not to a faculty member, but to the

organization itself - to explain the situa-

tion takes no more than five minutes.

Just this week, we were told that the USG
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logo will now be required on the front cover

of our paper as of February 6, under penal-

ty of probation. To get this information, we

were tipped off by someone NOT is USG, and

again had to go ourselves to confirm this. If

we had not bothered to get the information

ourselves, we would not have known about

this AT ALL. Even the memo given out by

Sandy Curtis mentions flyers, posters, and

handouts, but not newspapers. By the way,

who were the first people to tell the
Statesman about this new rule? The Stony

Brook Press. When did Blackworld find out

about it? Again, an email only takes 5 min-

utes. Oh, just in case you were wondering:

No less than federal court cases make such

an action illegal - even with a disclaimer,

even with a goddamn apology on our front
cover, no ifs, ands, or buts, it's simply NOT

LEGAL. If USG would have kept an open line

of communication between themselves and

student media, they would have known that.

Oops.
Who were the first people to tell CSA

President Jim Driscoll that he was a USG
Senator? The Stony Brook Press. Now, even if
you feel that USG should have no communi-
cation at all with its clubs and organiza-
tions, you should at least think that USG
would have the decency to tell the president
of the largest organization on campus that a

Senate position was constitutionally

reserved for him, ESPECIALLY since USG

had trouble filling Senate seats. And. the

CSA office is directly ONE FLOOR BELOW

USG'S!!!
At one point, when we were discussing the

Press' problems, someone remarked that

__ Hello??
SBy Sam Goldman

maybe we were not told about the plans

because tUSG was still forming, and things

were kind of hectic at that stage. Now USG
has a working Senate and Executive Council,

complete with assistants. There is absolute-

ly no reason for USG to continue making

such important decisions about the state -

financial or otherwise - of any club or

organization without speaking to them first.

There is absolutely no excuse for USG to

continue a dictatorial rule-by-decree
method of governing other than that they

want to. And the end result of continuing to

do so is an impression, right or wrong, that

USG simply does not care about Stony

Brook's clubs and organizations.

Things are getting better. USG

Former Administrative Director Santo

Albano recently .sent us a letter responding

to some of the articles in our "USG Tales"

issue. Without going into an opinion of his

statements, I'd like to commend him for

finally taking Dustin Herlich's offer, and

we hope other USG members do the same. But

communicating back and forth after things

have happened is not nearly as useful as

having USG communicate with its members

when it matters. I'm also sure USG will

remind us that their Executive Council and

Senate meetings are open;- but its not the

decisions that are important, rather, it's the

processes that we need to be a part of, if USG

wishes to maintain a harmonious symbiosis

with its clubs and organizations.

A government that refuses to let the people

in on its decision-making processes is a
tyranny. And, at Stony Brook University, a

tyranny cannot survive long.
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Electrelane - The Power Out
Savath & Savalas - Apropa't
Dani Siciliano - Likes...
The Opus - Breathing Lessons
Willowz. -The Willowz

COMY4PILED ,/ W\JSB'S QJlINN HANRATTY'

PACE CREATED 8y' SAYAM OLD-.AAN
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Kid 606 - Kill Sound Before Sound Kills You
King Tubby - The Roots Of Dub/Dub From The Roots
Ghost- Hypnotic Underworld
John Vanderslice - Cellar Door
Dufus -1:3:1
Metal Urbain - Anarchy In Paris
Hella- The Devil Isn't Red
Mice Parade - Obrigado Saudade
Matthew Dear - Leave Luck To Heaven
Sigmatropic - 16 Haiku And Other Stories
Eltro - Past And Present Futurists
Weird War - If You Can't Beat 'Em, Bite 'Em
Adventure Time - Dreams Of Water Themes
Ani Difranco - Educated Guess
Her Space Holiday - The Young Machines
Horrorpops - Hell Yeah
Rocky Horror Punk Rock Show - Various Artists
Homosexuals - Homosexuals Record
Back In Baroque: - The String Tribute To Ac/Dc Various Artists
Fantomas - Delirium Cordia
Twine - Twine
Karminsky Experience Inc - The Power Of Suggestion
Lcd Soundsystem - Yeah (Stupid Version) / Yeah (Pretentious Mix) [Cd5]
Jaylib -Champion Sound
Dani Siciliano- Likes...
Lisa Gerrard And Patrick Cassidy - Immortal Memory
Notwist - Different Cars And Trains
Electrelane - The Power Out
Kwisp - Teriyaki Vest Odyssey
Sun Ra - Piano Recital Teatro La Fenice
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B Pictoral History of

The Stonq Brook Press

The history of the Press is a long and
convoluted one indeed. We would like to
include every picture the Press has ever
taken, but that would be a good five or six
pages long. Instead we have scoured our_
archives and just chosen the cream of the
crop. The selection process for these pictures
was a long and arduous journey but we feel
that each one gives the best summary of that
year's events.

Enjoy! But don't piss us off or we will
slap you in the ear until you pass out!! You
think we're playing games?!? We are NOT
playing games!
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The Press bites
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I infinity and beyond!!
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i ne ztony Brook rress nas seen
a lot. We have come a long way since
our first publieka pubbl issue some
25 years ago but at heart, we are still
the same hardwerkVing dependable
phatpaper.

We've changed offices and
thrown up on ourselves a lot. Not to
mention pretty much every single
Executive Editor in Press history has
been arrested at some point. But
praise GECod Gaia Buddha Allah
Vishniu beer for keeping us on the
straight and narrow.

For now, my friends...
Good luck, and Cod do speed.
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"Where is the dope coming into?" It

was this phrase, uttered unenthusiastically

by Dolph Lundgren in 1989's The Punisher,

which defined a generation of action movies.

From the 70's to the 90's, countless films

revolved around elaborate drug deals involv-

ing ridiculous amounts of cocaine. In a way,

this is understandable. At that time, most

Americans seemed to

have a palpable fear

and misunderstanding

of drugs. There was a

perception that every

street corner contained

at least one easily

accessible and sleazy

purveyor of Blow, and

this attitude was

reflected by the heavy

media coverage of the

various activities of

drug cartels.

Recently, how-

ever, times have

changed. Back when

these media portrayals

were popular, everyone

needed an outside

source of Wacky Dust

because it was so hard

to come by. Demand

was high, supply was

limited, and business was good for those

selling Columbian Snow. Today, the cameras

no longer watch the pusher; in fact, he is all

but extinct. This is of course due to the biz-

zare weather phenomenon the world has

experienced as of late. For the past months,

pure Aunt Nora has been pouring out of the

skies at an alarming rate.

Indeed, the fact that nature has sud-

denly begun to spew forth mountains of Yeyo

has obviously devastated the drug trade.

While demand remains the same, the supply

of Mama Coca has become virtually limitless

as it has blanketed the very ground we walk

on. With that much Paradise on the ground,

it is not surprising that people's daily lives

have been affected. The inundated popula-

tion seems to. be able to control itself to a

point, but once the streets run over with
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ndividuals even go so far Another side effect of the abundance of

as to scour the streets in Perico is that people will experience an

modified trucks with a inflated sense of happiness and invincibili-

large scooping devices ty. No one will feel like going to work, and

attached to the front in an the population will therefore encounter more

)bvious attempt to leisure time than ever before. With all of

abscond with the Toot this free time, movie ticket sales will sky-

that has fallen onto the rocket. The key, however, is that no one

road. wants to see action films centered around.

Although these are drug busts anymore. Since dealers and

shocking developments, importers no longer exist in reality, their

the real question is on-screen drama has no merit, and the people
'why?" It was only lose interest.. So what will people be seeing?

months ago that the fer- Stan Lee believes he has the answer.

tile earth remained In Stan's mind, the movie-going pub-

untainted by the ivory lic will uniformly abandon traditional drug-

fingers of the White centered action films and turn exclusively to

Mosquito. People attend- comic book movies to pass the time. In the

ed their jobs, kids went to presence of all this Star-Spangled Powder,

school, Zip was purchased real life becomes bereft of drama, making

on the street, and life was comic book fantasy the only interesting

normal. Why the sudden alternative left on the cinematic landscape.

change? Who benefits Once this happens, the power-hungry Lee

from such a widespread will be able to maintain a diet comprised

ibility of Burnese? Certainly, the gen- solely of 100-dollar bills, gold bullion, and

population benefits. With Billy Hoke diamonds. Lee will have the ability to pro-

up around them, people have no need duce films about any Marvel creation he

he inflated prices that the dealer wishes, manufacturing an environment where

ed in years past. This Candy Cane New Warriors and Kickers Inc. make hun-

tron, however, is far too complicated dreds of millions of dollars.

e general populace to initiate. The one Simply by increasing the supply of

with both the means and the motive to Serpico 21, Stan Lee ensures that his comic

trate this flood of Racehorse Charlie is book movie empire makes him a billionaire.

book icon Stan Lee. There is no way to tell how he made this hap-

When all of the implications are pen, but this is the same man who indirectly

ered, the culprit is obvious. What hap- caused several generations of young men to

when oceans of Merck drop from the ignore the opposite gender so they could

ns? For one thing, anyone involved in debate whether Gwen Stacy was already dead

evel of drug sales, like the dealers and on the way down or if the webbing snapped

rters, go out of business. No more her neck. One simply can't determine how

boats with shifty men in Hawaiian Lee does what he does. All there is to do is

will be docking at the pier, no more go outside and enjoy the Frisco Special.

mules with balloons full of Carrie

_
The Friskie Powder Conspi.ra

B ike Bills
Blanco, all bets are off. People refuse stuffed into their rectums will be awkwardly
to work; opting rather to stay at home waddling through airport security checks,

ng Peruvian Flake faster than John and no more middle aged men hanging around

man inhales flapjacks at a breakfast elementary school playgrounds passing out

. Classrooms remain empty as first marshmallow peeps laced with Hooter. In

rs lock themselves in their rooms and fact, people will have no need for dealers of

Nose Candy off of their math homework any sort considering the unlimited supply of

rolled-up Pokemon cards. Some sad Henry VIII.



You've seen catalogs showing photos

of beautiful single women from other coun-

tries that guarantee that those women will be

married to you if you paid their costs.

I ran such a service and put out sim-

ilar catalogs in the 1990's. My catalogs were

unromantically entitled, "Single Women

From Eastern Europe and the former USSR."

This is how I got involved in such a

business: I volunteered to help the Five

Town Disabled Singles Club in Cedarhurst,

Long Island. My main job was to transport

Susan Katz to the club and back. Katz had

multiple sclerosis and was in a wheelchair.

At the club, I met Veronica Mohr, a

quadriplegic. Mohr . ,

wanted to start a flier .-

for the club, and I I

agreed to assist her. I .............. ...

got the idea to find dis-

abled single pen pals in ...... ..,

other countries and put . ; . n"o•• ! !.ti'• •.,%: •,''T]..•. ,I : "t)lt

information about tnem

in our flier.

From the

library, I found books

that had names and

addresses of newspapers

in other countries, and I

put advertisements for

single disabled pen pals

in those newspapers. .14. . .

Some foreign disabled .. ,,., .

people responded to me, ....

and I put that informa- .u
Fan i ur f

tinn in oi r flie.r ,

in English, and n

sionals such as me

I included wome

other catalog had,

former republics.

mostly from the C

I had no i

some men compla

n't write to them.

reason behind th

men didn't write

many of the word;

they .wrote about

the women. Becau

example of what
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priseu oy now many ing a pieasant time visit in nercity. r-ier
lonely single men family was very hospitable and giving. I knew

there were in this I was in love with Graziella one afternoon

country. Also, many when we were sitting in a small Hungarian

of the men who restaurant having a delicious dessert. I knew

responded were pris- my life would not be complete without this

oners, but I couldn't lady to love and share my life with..."

help them because Because I was losing money, I ended

- most of them couldn't my pen pal business after a few years. But

send me money. At single men, mostly in prison, kept writing to

least two of the men me years after.

married women they Even though I was lonely and single, I

found through my decided not to visit or marry any of the

c at a- women I wrote

However, nobody from
l.- b,,1 d-^ ^ /^ d ^

l o . to because of

our ciUDu respon uu to

those people, and the flier ended because of

lack of interest.

So I corresponded with the people.

Eventually, I stopped writing to them. Since

the letters were so interesting,- I put "not

disabled" pen pal advertisements into news-

papers in Eastern Europe and the former

USSR to hear about what life was like in those

countries. I was particularly interested in

people's experiences during the 1989 revo-

lutions in Eastern Europe.

Soon, I only responded to single

women because they seemed the most inter-

esting, and their friendship and companion-

ship helped with my loneliness. Because

there were too many women for me to write to,

I put photos and descriptions of the women in

catalogs and put advertisements into

American newspapers for single men to write

to them.

Thus, my pen pal business was born.

If a man wanted to write to one or some of the

women listed, he paid me a nominal fee to

cover advertising costs. The women were from

almost every country in Eastern Europe, and

most countries that were part of the former

USSR. All the women understood and wrote
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the women were from Romania.

Now, they live in this country.

I know about them because the

men sent me letters describing

their experiences and sent

photos of them with their new

wives.

One of those letters

from James P. read: "Dear

Maury, Last June 1992, I

received several names from

your correspondence service...

One of them, Corina F. from

Bucharest, Romania has cap-

tured my heart. She is a jewel

beyond all costs. This is my

experience: I wrote a brief

letter to Corina shortly after

getting the package from you..
Her letter was encouraging,

she liked the tact I was a med-

ical doctor also... [Carina was a medical doc-

tor too.] When I saw her at the airport, I

thought she was so beautiful. It took only two

days for mne to decide, and I asked her to

marry me. She said yes immediately..."

James P.'s letter continues: "I should

the risk. It

.costs thou-

sands of dol-

lars and tons of

.paperwork to

bring a foreign

wife here. You

have to provide

birth certifi-

cates,

physical exam

,reports, lab

.tests, biogra-

'phical forms,

etc. I had

f eared that

onrice the Woman

iis here and

igets her citi-
... e
Slllsnip, s-1he U

isappear.
Tr• -. -3

But i advise

other lonely, single men to give it a try. But

they should first write to men who married

women through that service to find out if it's

legitimate and what's expected of them.

Memoirs of a White Slaver
By Maury Hirschklorn

many of them were profes- explain why I wanted to find a spouse outside

edical doctors or engineers, the USA. I have been an atheist for many

n from countries that no years now and thought I would be more like-

such as Yugoslavia and its ly to find an atheist woman in Europe than

The prettiest women were here. Also, it seems to me that most

zech Republic and Poland. American women are so fickle. When life

major problems except that starts to become hard

ined that some women did- work, they start looking, for another man who

I discovered that the main can give them the easy life. It seems to me

is was because either the that they are never satisfied. I think that

properly and misspelled Eastern European women will appreciate

s in their letters or because what a man provides them..."

sex in their first letters to Another letter from Gary A. read.:

ise of that, I sent the men an "Dear Maury, I wanted to drop you a line to

their first letter to the let you know about the experiences I had

women should look with a woman I met through your service. Her

like. From some of name is Graziella P., and she lived in Medias,

women, the main Romania. In March 1993, I went to Romania

complaint was that and met my special girl. We got along very

some of the men were well. Graziella was a beautiful, splendid,

'" twice their age. young lady and was a joy being with her. She

I was sur- took good care of me and assisted me in hav-
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CD REVIEWS

KORN - TAKE A LOOK IN THE MIR-

ROR

by Mike Fabbri

THE PLAN:

Ok, so here's the plan: I have a pair

of headphones, a computer, a brand new

KORN CD, and a bottle of Jack Daniel's.

Only really, really good and fluffy things

can come out of this endeavor. So if you

guys and gals are ready, so am I. Here we

go.

(1) RIGHT NOW - This track makes. me

happy I'm drinking whiskey. A familiar

old school KORN sound. Not as raw and

dirty as any of their songs off their first

album, but still raw and dirty as fuck. This

song is a fantastic way to open a KORN

album and should be duly noted by some-

one, not me of course.

(2) BREAK SOME OFF - Another track with

some of the old school KORN sounds.

Granted, there is definitely the presence of

the softer and cleaner KORN sounds also in

the track, but that can almost be complete-

ly neglected. This is another good track for

the beginning of the album.

(3) COUNTING ON ME - Opens up nice, then

all of a sudden, it gets really shitty, and

then just stays shitty. Nuff said.

(4) HERE IT COMES AGAIN - This track did-

n't even open up nice, it just seems to want

to be useless garbage through and through.

(5) DEEP INSIDE - A track that I have found

to be amazingly mediocre. Not good or bad,

but right in the middle. Completely and

utterly ordinary.

(6) DID MY TIME - A track that has a very

good melody, but in the end it just ends up

sucking a whole lot of... of....of...of some-

thing that a good song would not be sucking

any of.

(7) EVERYTHING I'VE KNOWN - I should

have skipped this track, my god why did I

not skip this track?

(8) PLAY ME featuring NAS - ok, so if you

ever had to wonder what NAS' voice sound-

ed like over heavy guitar rifts, stop won-

dering, it's terrible. It's horrible, it's

atrocious, horrifying, awful, dreadful, (at

this point I'm just using the Microsoft Word

Thesaurus), horrendous, appalling, etc.

etc..

(9) ALIVE - Starts out with some damn good

potential. Seems to be holding onto said

potential. Seems to be making good use of

the potential, and it just crapped out at 1

minute and 3 seconds. The rest of the 3

minutes and 21 seconds turn out to be utter

shit in comparison to the beginning.

(10) LET'S DO THIS NOW - Something that

must be said, no other band has ever or ever

will make bagpipes seem like the most

hardcore instrument that has ever existed.

This track as a whole is tight as fuck. It

knows when to grab you and kick you in the

head and when to let you take a breath, anx-

iously awaiting for the next blow.

(11) I'M DONE - Utter garbage.

(12) Y'ALL WANT A SINGLE - Fantastic

opening, great melody, superb lyrics, and

hard as fuck. This is a good track. It

almost makes me misty eyed. Somewhere in

the middle of the track, it gets really weak

for reasons unbeknownst to me, though it

does finish up nicely.

(13) WHEN WILL THIS END - The title of the

track basically encompasses my feelings

towards it. It is a really drawn out track

that is unnecessarily pointless.

Conclusions and delusions:

So, here are my final thoughts of the

album as a whole. Every album has its good

tracks and its bad tracks. There is no way

of avoiding it. KORN's latest album is def-

initely a fine example of this. If the good

outweighs the bad in this particular case,

it's definitely up for discrepancy. If you

are an old school KORN fan, you probably

won't like this album. Though I suppose if

you heard anything that's been on the radio

by KORN in the last 5 years or so, you

probably would have got this connotation

anyways. If you are just a die-hard KORN

fan true and true, it does not matter what I

say because you will probably pick up the

album regardless. And if you are a new

school KORN fan (god forgiving), you'll

probably like the album as a whole. Rate it

yourself and then decide whether it's worth

the $15 or not. Well, I'm out of whiskey,

which means I'm also out of reviewage, so

until next time kiddies, same bat time,

same bat channel.

Zebrahead: MFZB

By Phil Heijmans

As the nausea settles and the mass

media scene moves further and further

away from the pop-punk stage (Good

Charlotte, Simple Plan) and closer towards

a somewhat less bland style of music, with

the erupting, overly aggressive Indie-emo-

garage scene, with bands such as Thursday;

Zebrahead, with their third release MFZB

(released on Sony Ent.), works as a good

mediation on popular music between the

two genres.

It's almost impossible these days to

see punk bands we once knew stick to what

they're good at in light of the interest of

increasing popularity and inevitably,

high-profile record label signings.

Although Zebrahead is no exception, the

transition in musical styling from its pre-

vious album, Playmate of the Year, is a

small one. The band relies on its complex-

ity and Linkin Park's soliloquies (in a

manner of reflection) in its vocal backings

to give its punk base a texture unlike any

other. MFZB is a 2003 release which,

although more reliant on the catchiness of

its melodies in an effort to attract new lis-

teners, is still fit by the standards of gen-

uinely good punk variation music.

Particularly impressive are the

songs "Blur" and "The Set-up" which,

although lyrically nothing special (much

like the rest of the album, and pretty much

the rest of the genre), bring a lightened

spirit that makes objectifying befouled

relationships aggressively and overly fun.

Furthermore, the fast paced and loud

nature of the music is enough to make you

air-drum with your tongue, sticking out

long enough to embarrass yourself in front

of your mom; that's right, folks.

In addition to the music, the album

comes complete with a CD book filled with

hard to read handwritten lyrics, which are

always fun to try and figure out, and a "CD

Extra" which allows you to access various

extras if placed in a CD Rom. There is noth-

ing particularly worth looking at on this

extra and it is pretty much worthless, but

then again, so is Sony.

All of that aside, the album itself is

one of the best I've heard in a while, and

considering the degree of difficulty in

finding good music these days, I am notably

impressed. If you appreciate good rock

music, you'll appreciate Zebrahead... and

trust me, kids, you'll look real cool blast-

ing this down your hallway after quiet

hours. Now if that's not punk, what is?

- --- ---- -- L-



By Amberly Jane

Ir Planned Parenthood"
.tudson Pecornico Inc.

Ser'vices:
gyn check-ups
birthl control
testing & treatment for STIs
emnergency contraception

pregnarncy 1testing
options coLunseling
sur'gical & medical abortion
prenatalt care

Call
1- 800-230-PLAANJ

to be connected to the centere neare st you

Center locations:
Amagacnsett. -- funtington . Patchogue . Riverheiad . Smithtown . VWest Islip
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SMore CD Reviews

Pearl Jam - Lost Dogs,
by Melanie Donovan

After so many years, you expect a

band to come out with a "greatest hits" CD or

DVD special as many bands are doing at the

moment. Pearl Jam took another approach by

releasing their two-disc CD set, Lost Dogs, of

rare songs and B-sides. With 16 songs on the*

first CD and 14 on the other, Lost Dogs is

loaded with its share of "lost" hits as well as

numerous misses.

Track one on the first CD, called "All

Night'," had the original Pearl Jam grungy

feeling to it. Its heavy sound makes me dis-

appointed to hear songs like "Hitchhiker"

and "Don't Gimme no Lip" which dabble with

sound and voice experimentation (Binaural

outtakes). This album definitely skips

around when it goes back and forth from its

"back in the day" feeling to its "what the hell

was Eddie thinking" feeling. Tracks "Alone"' Christmas oriented songs made for their fan

and "In the Moonlight" have the down and club Christmas singles; my favorite out of

dirty down-tuned guitar and Eddie's ripping these is "Let Me Sleep." The music is quite

voice. Songs like "You" and "Leaving Here" lovely and the words are moving, "Oh when I

are catchy but nothing special. "Grimmie out was a kid oh how magic it seemed / Oh please

of control" and "Whale Song" really make me let me sleep it's Christmas time."

want to be deaf, and I see why these two were The last few songs go into no real cat-

not chosen for final PJ albums. In fact, these egory of their own; they're just kind of

two songs should not be anywhere near the thrown in there. An oddly placed "Last

Pearl Jam name for they would disgrace it. Kiss" had its run on the air waves, but I think

"Hang-ten outta Santa Fe when surf comes out Eddie sums it up quite well in this quote:

tomorrow lets go! / And he's always practic- "We've done really well with teenage death

ing his cowabunga call. / Cowabunga!" are songs." "Dirty Frank" was written around

just some lyrics from "Grimmie out..." the time when Pearl Jam was on tour with Red

There were quite a few songs from Hot Chili Peppers, which gives it that chili-

disc one that stuck out from the rest. "Down" pepper-esque sound. Then an instrumental,

has interesting lyrics with a bit of country "Brother," definitely shows that it is an out-

style music, "Down. Fall by the wayside no take from the album Ten with its guitar riffs

getting out. / Down. Cry me a river dried up and solos. Then there's the strangest of them

and dammed." The track called "Sad" got to all, "Bee Girl," written about the dancing bee

me after a few listenings. I especially liked girl from Blind Melon's "No Rain" video, and

the way the music and the emotion of the song that's all I have to say about that.

fit perfectly together. This also goes for the Finally we are left with a haunting

song "Hold On," which touches on the emo- hidden track, which is entitled "4/20/02,"

tion of everyday life. The last track on the the date of Alice in Chains' lead singer Layne

first disc is an old favorite, "Yellow Staley's death. The song is just an electric

Ledbetter," reminding you just that no mat- guitar and Eddie Vedder pouring out his

ter how hard you try, you cannot understand thoughts on Staley's drug use and the people

a damn word Eddie is singing. who imitate him. "So sing just like him,

Disc two gives way to a whole cluster f**kers. / It won't offend him. /just me, cause

of deep songs showing the band's emotional he is dead." The exposed pain of this song

side. The first track, "Fatal," is slow-paced closes this set well. Lost Dogs is not just the

with slurred words, but Ed pulls it off quite rejected tracks for those die hard Pearl Jam

well. The next couple of songs are also slow fans who search far and wide for the unre-

and long-winded but their lyrics and flow leased songs, but a whole new album experi-

make them beautiful. There are a few ence of its own.
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Joys of
Christmas

10j In The Butt

.9 Whores
Make that showboatin'

Rudolph not so pretty no more.

Take the holiday back from that jack-
Sbooted fascist, Jesus of Nazareth

6 Cookies and man-milk

Silence his frigid, nagging wife by forcibly
5 inserting a rusty iron mace into her larynx

- So much yeyo that no one in the North Pole is
4 without a rolled up dollar bill and a hate filled

I ,libido

3 Cover up his past in the National
Socialist Workers Party.

Bum the only existing photo of St. Nick in order to2 release his soul from this eternal hell of materialisti(
damnation

Find the cure to pus-filled
testicular warts... quickly!a^-J y f
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it's back

Classifieds
Saucy Big-Shot Republican
seeks oil-rich mamacita to

subjugate; call me!
1-800-PlayGOP

Where are my drugs?
Call 1-800-Rush-4-Rush

Small blue midget in red
garb seeking smart-alecky

white boy to handle
Sector 2814 (that's behind

the chode)
Don't call me;
I'll find you.

Analingus?
Don't mind if I do
1-800-USG-TakesIt

Not-Voltaire looking for
fan-girl goth chick. Must be

into swooning.
1-631-ThisIsVoltaire

(whoisGoth)

Maverick television station
seeks all-nude content!

boy-girl, girl-girl, boy-boy,
boy-boy-girl, boy-girl-girl,

girl-girl-girl,
boy-girl-sheep,

sheep-horse, we-don' t-care!
Call SBUTV (7-2888)

Formerly Mohawked Managing
Editor of award-winning

newspaper looking for hot
beeyotches!

Emai Lamppostl@nets cape.net

Lonely "black" man seeks
others for games of hide-
and-seek. Over 12 need not

apply.
Call 1-800-Fun-W-Jacko

I'm not going to lie.
This is Webster and I'm still
really small. Send cash. No

phone because they are
listening. Send cash and the
address to your comfy, heated
home. Just address envelope
to "Webster" and my dark,
chubby hands will somehow

find it.

Embattled Democrat former gov
seeks anger management

specialist. Yeeha!
1-800-ILuvDean.
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I have a huge selection of
hats and staffs and a

stylish "aged" look. My mom
named me John-Paul, but my
Cardinals and I have this
cute thing where we refer
to me only as "Gandalf the

Infallible." Looking for
foursome with three other

upstanding fellows who get
down on salvation.

1-800-Vatican

I

Short, sweet and spicy
politican seeking dedicated
orthodontist to guide her
teeth through adolescence.

1-631-Icebreaker

For Sale:
- 2 Ambulances - "Like New"
- 90,000 yds of Ace bandages
- 8,364 gauze pads
- 155 saline IV' s
Will trade for cash or
detailed life insurance

policy.
Dial 333.

!



Hey Girlfriend! Does Your Student Government
Pass the Class or Have Its Thumb up Its Ass? Gir(Power,

-,, ". . a. #-,a•. . -• • , .". ..a
Answer These Next 10 Questions to Find Out!

1.) What would your Student Government do with $2,000 of student money?

a.) Throw a kickin' outdoor concert with hott local bands.
b.) Bring in a sassy speaker on women's rights, Girl Power!
c.) Blow it all on a pancake breakfast for themselves at IHOP!

2.) What would your Student Government do to commemorate student leadership on
campus ?

a.) Invite a diverse group of student leaders campus-wide to a bitchin' congratulatory ceremony.
b.) Publish an awesome newsletter giving a short synopsis of each student leader and their phat accomplishments.
c.) Spend $10,000 on a giant plaque recognizing only the Student Government's Presidents as true student leaders.

3.) How would your Student Government draft a budget during an interim period?

a.) Wait for an elected Senate to be formed, organize a budget committee, and rock the vote on final budgetary changes.
b.) Hold hearings with clubs and organizations to get the down low on their financial needs.
c.) Have one grossly misinformed treasurer pull numbers out of his ass.

4.) After dissolving a corrupt, old Student Government how would they form a new one?

a.) Hold campaigns across campus to spice up student involvement.
b.) Make running for office a cinch for the average Joe (or Josephine, Girl Power!).
c.) Give the old leaders new titles and call it a day.

yr \ u U e lU U ,CIIl '.3UVCI1LI1LC1LLJ
Aey get te wor out aDout thnei new and improvedu Satudaentit GoUVeLLIHILIL.

tise for free with the hottest student media groups.
Storm!
te $20,000 to highlighters, change purses, and other useless paraphernalia with their
over it.

fhat would your Student Government do if they discovered corruption in the ranks?

a.) Bring it to the Judiciary Committee and let John Q. Law handle it!
b.) Remove this bogus bozo from office for good and keep your records as tight as

John Basedow's abs!
c.) What's a corruption?

7.) How would your Student Government treat its Volunteer Ambulance Corps?

a.) Really friggin' good.
b.) Thank them for providing a mega-valuable service to the campus.
c.) Hassle them with extraneous paperwork and withhold their funding

until the miles of red tape are cleared up.

8.) How does the student bocdy respond to thme current Student Uovernment residen

a.) With the utmost respect. . . ...:i•:ii
b.) A standing ovationr Girl Power! ...
c.) BOOOOOOOO!!

9.) What would the folks in charge say about their Constitution?

a.) "Our Constitution is the mortar of this Government."
b.) "This Constitution is for the students, by the students, and under no circun

be forgotten!"
c.) "We will not let the Constitution get in the way of our mission."

10.) How does the best paper on campus view the Student Government?

a.) Cuts 'em a little slack because they're doing their best.
b.) Tries to scrutinize, but finds nothing wrong, boo-yah!!!!!!
c.) Is forced to produce page after page of obnoxious commentary because it is

journalistic and moral duty.

How Did Your Student Government Add Up?

- If you chose all A's, you can concentrate on better things like boys and shopping
cause your SG is A-okay, Girl Power!

- If you chose all B's, your SG gets a 4.0, great job girl friend!

- If you chose all C's, you go to Stony Brook.

1
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He said, "Continue to love.
Always love.
Remember children.
Imitate the children." *

*Actual comments from MJ's
60 Minutes interviewM!H1II
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NaEpet8 loce s
tort BwMafl Htw sat 8  ***axd SO much morel

1099 Unit 9 Rt. 25A Stony Brook. NY 11790
Phone (6S1)8 9-1249 (Across from the Stony Brook Train Station, next to Oreen Cactus)

This Valeitine Pay
Let That Special Person i' Your Life Know They KockI!k

Staerlisg Silver JIewelry
Shakespearlan Love Mug

Kama Sutra Pillow Cases
Art Maushets. Castdles

Ugly VPolls (but theyle really eutel)

Shop Kook Candy For That Perfect Gift
U

Rock Candy Coupon

20% 0ff An Lo .sleeve Shirt
(Ineludes Hoodies, Sweatshirts, r Thermals)

Limit One Per Customer
Expires 02/14/04 (Not to be eombited with any other offer)
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cautious. But i will never
stop helping and loving
.. people the way
Jesus said to.



Oh .. see.
Joe, Fl;p
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What? There's

ArL0
e

-a
5poCtl5

e rw[mrienr

SB U-TV, ON CHANNEL 3 , IS STONY BROOKS
STUDENT RUN, STUD ENT OPERATEDT E LEVISION
STATION. IYOU REINTRESTD IN •Y ASPECT

OF TV PRODUCTION, CALL US AT 2-9379
OR WRITE TO US AT SBUTV@IC.SUNYSB.EDU.

OUR OFFICE IS LOCATED IN -THE BASEMENT
OF THE STUDENT UNION, ROOM O59,

SO COME BY OR GIVE US A CALL!
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America is a battlefield of ideas. The
right and left of the political take stock of
their ammo, and levy at each other their
amassed artillery. Their weapons of choice;
the broadcasters microphone, the 24-hour
news network camera mugging pundits and
the countless commercials paid for by the
friends of anonymous white protestant. One
place you do not expect outspoken political
ideas, however, is while skimming through
the pages of Fantastic Four, or joining in on
the adventures of Spider-Man. Marvel'
Comics seems to be breaking trend, however,
with several of their recent storylines, many
of which involve controversial stances on
some extremely politically divisive issues.
Their terms of expression, ranging from the
subtle to the blatant, are paving new roads
for the forum of comics in becoming a fully
realized method of expression.

Examples of this polemical turn are
evident in several of their flagships titles.
The Fantastic Four, a team of former shuttle
hijackers endowed with super powers by cos-
mic rays, find themselves controlling the
nation formerly ruled by their arch-nemesis,
Doctor Doom. Immediately, thoughts of cur-
rent imperialistic standards taken by our
own nation come to mind when hearing this,
however unlike the U.S. the Fantastic Four
immediately understands that power does

not justify them as rulers. Turning away
from profit or exploitation, they fulfill their
role as servants to the people, allowing the
people of the country to self govern, while
existing solely to benefit the people when
they are able. Some would argue that this was
simply an analogy to the U.S itself, a beauti-
ful testament to our government helping and
supporting the people of Iraq. This could be
possible, if it wasn't for the immediate and
aggressive task force sent after the Fantastic
Four by the U.S. Government. Unhappy with
what they felt was an unstable nation, head-
ed by a person of unsure political leaning
didn't sit well with Uncle Sam. Even after it
became apparent that both the Fantastic Four
and the people of Latveria were happy with
their arrangement, the U.S, citing the impro-
priety of the Fantastic Four as rulers of a
nation, immediately went about deposing
them as rulers.

This account of policy is highly crit-
ical of the United States pick and choose
imperialistic liberation tactic. Madmen, and
murderers are only thus, if they are deemed
threats by the U.S., while others are com-
pletely ignored. The people of our nation are
never given any rhyme or reason to these
designations other than immediate color-
coded threat bulletins.

Furthermore, on this point, we find a

_ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ ___ I~ _ I _ _ _ _ I___ _~_ ~ P _ _I_ __ I_

A Point to Ponder A Point to Consider
Byeonid Borovskiy,, Program Director, SBU-TV

For those readers that know me per-
sonally or professionally, it should come as
no surprise that my first Op-Ed for The
Stony Brook Press is on the topic of the
media/government relationship. It should
come as a surprise, however, that I'm writing
an Op-Ed at all. This is a topic I feel strong-
ly about and while I feel that truth is self
evident through fact, I found some topics that
left me pondering and had this point to con-
sider:

In a time when international politics
have once again arrived on our main stage, I
feel it's important to take a time out to con-
sider the role of the media (print and other-
wise) in the political process.

The press is often considered the
forth branch of our government, the ultimate
check and balance. It informs the masses and
shapes opinion, and when media is unbiased
and objective, it offers knowledge that can
shape the future.

One of the first signs of tyranny is
the lack of a free press. Most often this is
replaced by pretend free press, press on a
leash. Growing up in Russia I remember
newspapers that were as widely honored and
as interesting to read as the New York Times
or as informative as the Wall Street Journal,
and yet Pravda (Truth) and Izvestiya (News)
had neither real truth nor real news, because
they were government controlled, and served
its interests.

While I cannot say that today's free
media is free of influence, it is not nearly as
incapacitated as it would be if the govern-
ment were in control. We all understand the
dangers that powerful government brings
with it. And while government is important,
accountability for its actions is a key ingre-
dient in keeping control of the people.

Some may say, government control is
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in your best interest, and it's here to help
you. This may be true, however, it just as eas-
ily may hold untrue. And in that lies the
principle! Limited rights for the government
and the remaining rights for the people
(within reason) is what makes democratic
rule great.

You may say "Leo, I know this, why
are you touching on such basic ideas?" My
reason is simple. It is because I am seeing
what is easily the best example of unlimited
government out of control right here on this
campus. I would not want to discuss actions
or motives that I am not aware of, but based
on the basic ideas above I'd like to present
the current situation.

The nearly year old Undergraduate
Student Government is allotted many extra
freedoms, by those that sanction its exis-

tence, to allow it to grow and flourish so that
it may further itself and become more
formed. I think we can all agree on this state-
ment. However freedoms that are now offered
to it allow for actions that move to not only
harm the student experience but destroy the
credibility that USG seeks. Doubly bad is
surely not doubly blessed, to take a line from
the great bard.

Seeking instant changes that seem
revolutionary, the government's reactionary
actions such as budget cuts and scrutiny of
student organizations, which include the
student press, have placed this government
in a situation where its methods, moral
standing and motives have been questioned.
Normally in such a situation, a government
sanctioned by the people would be forced to
step back and stand up for its actions, but
this group has chosen to say they were right
in their action, placing blame and accounta-
bility on other students.

The conundrum of this situation is

that without creating better ties with the
students and being forceful and bureaucrat-
ic, this government is in fact creating a bet-
ter structure of governance. However it is
only better from the point of v-iew of function,
at great expense to what the Student Activity
Fee is intended for (Student Activities).
In their hopes to sway the press, and in that
the people, to their side, this government has
created a situation where there is no win for
the students of SBU. If the students stand up
to the government, it will take them away
from the activities they wish to participate
in. If the students submit, their activity time
and money may be lost as well.

How does this relate to the freedom of
the press?. Simple, because in the case I
describe above there is a win situation for
the students involved in the government.
Their success in bringing an already indif-
ferent student body to concede to the govern-
ment's power is a success. They don't want us
to rise up and fight when we feel injustice,
they want us to submit. The media playing its
role does not fit such an outcome, reporting
disagreeable actions to the body will upset
the students, make them fight, make a stink,
make things difficult.

Are the students in student govern-
ment doing something wrong? Honestly, I
don't know. Are some organizations worse off
under this government then the last? I know

they are. Is freedom of speech threatened for
security's sake? Definitely. Will the govern-
ment deny this and make themselves sound
like your friends? Anyone out to save their
tail would.

So why fight if we lose either way?
Because no one should better themselves on
the suffering of others. Free media, free
minds, free thought, free forever!

~ I ~~ _ 1 11_1_ _~ _ _1··__1_1 1~ ___ ___~ I__ I___________Ms___l________________mMU_~

lake Mine Leftist!
By Mike Prazak

similar criticism made although a little more
directly then the Fantastic Four account. In
the Mighty Thor, we find the Norse god of
thunder, deeming mankind unfit to rule
themselves, as this typically breeds violent
and despotic rulers, or unsteady alliances of
tenuous threat. He eliminates all nuclear
weapons and tries initially to assist the gov-
ernments in solving their individual prob-
lems. Eliminating famine, by creating rains,
tilling barren earth until it is rich again, he
solves many of mankind's physical needs.
Unfortunately, this time the lesson of "might
makes right" is unheeded and the more sub-
tle and sociological problems are completely
incomprehensible to this Norwegian ideal of
manhood.

So, heralding the age of comics as a
medium of expression equally as viable and
potential as music and film, we find Marvel
comics. Utilizing two of its flagship titles to
make statements, both bold in concept and
subtle in presentation. Perhaps a societal
re-examination of the forum of comics needs
to be engaged in. Nonetheless, i am proud
that a medium that had so captivated my
youth, continues to provoke my interest well
into my adult years.

So, until; Stan Lee makes Spidey a
commie, Make MINE MARVEL!



Stony Brook University Television
Suite 073

Student Union Building
Stony Brook, NY 11794-3200

February 03 2004 Address to the Undergraduate Student Government Senate.

Dear Senators and Council Members,

My name is Leonid Borovskiy, and I am the Program Director of SBU-TV. As Program

Director, I hold the top student position in the organization and oversee our activities. It is my job to

make sure we are able to broadcast, and present programming to the student community. I believe

that I am the only student on this campus qualified to do it.

It is my honest opinion that you shouldn't want me doing this job. The Student Media is now,-

and has always been a bane of the student government's existence and I am proud to say I'm very

much a part of that. We tape your meetings, we analyze your performance and we catch you when

you make mistakes. This is all of course, for the benefit of our fellow students.

I say you should not want me doing this job, but who you'd rather have in this position

shouldn't matter. Such decisions should not enter the realm of any government that considers itself

democratic. SBU-TV's top student position has always been elected by an appropriate body, a

committee of our members, and for this to change, to take away the right of a media organization's

self determination, is a travesty to say the least.

SBU-TV has provided News, Entertainment and Sports programming to our student community

for the past three years, and has done so freely, without oversight from this, or any past Student

Government.

Our firm stance on SBU-TV's state as a "quasi-independent agency" of the Undergraduate

Student Government is that Student Media, like all media in America, should be free. We should be

no exception to the rule.

Even Drn Goodman, the co-chair of the committee that wrote the current constitution of this

government, has said that SBU-TV's current state is a mistake, and needs to be rectified.

As a founding member of this student organization, I am appalled at the blatant censorship and

imposition of power that the current government has asserted over our organization. But the power

to rectify such mistakes is in your hands. I charge you with the responsibility to place the voice of

the students back in the hands of the students. Make all media free!

My suggestion to you is amend the constitution, the governing document of your body,

proclaiming that all media should be free of the power that government may impose, as it is written

in the US Constitution and upheld by US courts.

Thank you for your time.

Leonid Borovskiy

Program Director, SBU-TV

Phone: (631) 632-9349 Fax: (631) 632-9378 E-Mail: sbutv@ic.sunysb.edu
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Entry:
pretext

Function:
noun

Definition:
disguise

Synonyms:
affectation, alibi, appearance, bluff, cleanup, cloak,
color, coloring, copout, cover, cover story, cover-up,
device, excuse, face, feint, fifty-two page issue, fig
leaf, fish story, fish tale, front, guise, mask, masquer-
ade, plea, ploy, pretense, reason, red herring, right,
routine, ruse, semblance, show, simulation, stall, strat-
agem, subterfuge, veil

Concept:
reason/excuse

Source:
Roget's Interactive Thesaurus, First Edition (v 1.0.0)
Copyright @ 2004 by Lexico Publishing Group, LLC.
All rights reserved.
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